
Date Source Question Comment

DELTA

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rural lifestyle, Agriculture Friendly 

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Don’t want to live in a city 

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rural lifestyle, Open Space, Wildlife, Agriculture

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important They provide a healthy environment
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love small rural aspect, accesability of , Sports, Family opportunities, Schools, 

Good community 
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Be able to enjoy life, Part time talent to work, Community involvment, No 

traffic jams
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small scenic 360 views, Family, History, Community Assistance
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Value Rural and Agrarian lifestyles, Away from city, High School experience, 

Multiple sports/activities, Multiple Opportunities
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love The size of the Community, The weather, The feeling of being safe, Love 

that people are friendly.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Churches, Good Schools, Agriculture programs for kids(e.g. FFA, 4H), That is 

an agriculture based community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Has great weather, close to mountains, diverse like (99??), feel safe here.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Don’t like city, Like sense of community, Agriculture provides living. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Access to recreation(outdoors), Small town feel. Uncrowded lifestyle, Less 
Traffic. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Outdoor lifestyle/passion, Agricultural lifestyle-my own boss. Family access 
to rural lifestyle not available in a city.

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Diversity, Love neighbors, Good place to raise kids with smaller classes, 
Agricultural Lifestyle. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Economy provided living for 30 years. Enjoy community atmosphere. Safety



Date Source Question Comment
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love New Feb. 2017, career with graduate degree, Non-profit environmentalist. 

Lucky to find work, girlfriend was able to find work,internet, public lands for 
recreation.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Grew up outside small town that did not have career opportunities, 
Important to live in rural community and know neighbors personally. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Slow pace of life. Been here since 1955. Many family connections and 
history are here. Very safe community. Recreation like hunting and fishing. 
Able to own his own business.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Don’t like big crowds or traffic, lives the life he likes here. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love 3 years in Delta Counties. Great Library System. Welcoming community, 

peaceful
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Library connects to community, Provides Natural Resources for daily life. 

Lifestyle is important for quality of life. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Low density population, Vista, Good weather- 4 distinct seasons
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important I detest large cities. Independence. Freedom to roam.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small rural, Wildlife, People,open, Non-urban
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Able to be outdoors, close to Grand Mesa
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Friendly people, Vistas! Transportation, good roads, lots of churches.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important They are how I want to live. Wife likes it too. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Open expansive vistas, forests, farmlands, the canyon. Slower pace of living, 

good water/air, friendly people, abundant recreation.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Most of the above are the oppposite of where I came from; they're part of a 
better lifestyle. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Clean environment. Lots of non-comercial things that I like to do that not 
everyone else likes. Fun for yourself activities, Natural resource 
opportunities.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Because you have to have balance and it's nice we live in a community 
where you can balance work and lifestyle. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small town community, Like citizen input lifestyle, Climate, grew up here.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Grew up here
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Right signal for (??) traffic, Pollution….. Not issues , good lifestyle.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Raising kids here is a good thing. Actually know more people here than 

when he had to live in the city.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rural- strong agriculture, Going the wrong, Want something for my kids.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Rural lifestyle. Enough time to enjoy life.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rural atmosphere, Welcoming and Friendly, Don't want to rely on 

marijuana.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Lifestyle
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rural community, Strong in agricultural livestock/ farming. Very welcoming 

to new comers. Good hard working middle class community. Recreational 
possibilities abound.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important We have a rural lifestyle that we want to pass on to our children
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Agriculture community/ open space. History of Delta CO/ the community.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Agriculture to feed the world, because we have the space/ healthy 
nutritious food, part of the food production process.

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Public lands that surround the area. Like the Agricultural environmnent. 
People are kind and neighborly. Clean Air.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Grew up in Delta county, Like the values for next generation. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Natural Beauty, water is clean , Right to farm land, Access to different land 

??
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Livelihood. Lucky to have natural beauty, happiness. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Climate, realness, heritage, As area-west- ??. Some access to big city 

attributes. Developing diversity of culture. New vis, New blood.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Small town, 30yr history, re-invested in public policy.??



Date Source Question Comment
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Came from small town in IA for job @hospital. Small town feel. Feels like in 

midst of big playground. Easy to make friends. Lives on edge of Delta. Easy 
access to outdoor recreation. All amenities, resturaunts, hotels nearby. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Sense of sefety, community, get to know people, easy to get involved in 
community events.

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Farming, water, air, soil. Small rural atmosphere. Peacefulness, talented 
people-artists, sustainable agriculture.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Healthy food, environment. Protect Earth. We don’t need big subdivisions.

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Rec/ open lands, diversity of agriculture. Like the people. Good social 
environment. Simple regulatory environment-freedom.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Way of life. Happiness and hard work.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Openness, public lands, great diversity of outdoor excperience(rivers, grand 

mesa,2 national conservation areas). Slower pace of life, rural life, 
agriculture in Delta county. Farm to table, diversity of AG.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important The area appeals right off, feels like home, gives life meaning.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Open lands, Agriculture, can work the agriculture in ways that works for us, 

ranching and family history of valley, multiple use of public lands, wildlife, 
recreation

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important It's our way of life, livelihood, great place to live and raise family/grow up. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small community, know my neighbors. (DC Multi??).Feel safe.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Family- raising two small kids.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Recreation, Agriculture aspect, Fresh fruit/ produce. Delta has a budding 

artists-musicians. Love the way the National Forest is taken care of.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important I live here and I want it to be a nice place. I'd like to be proud of being from 
Delta Colorado. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Outdoor rec, recreation in community is important. Aging community- 

health is important. Walking trails, golf, rivers, Horseback riding. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Health is important to our aging demographic.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small town atmosphere, ability to do things we enjoy, open space
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Because raising a family, want children to appreciate/ have a small 

community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Closeness and security
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Family values and legacy with children.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small community, great scenery, less traffic, open space, access to public 

lands, low cost of living.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Strong sense of place, Strong identity, high quality of life, Good family 

environment. Healthy place to raise a family.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Small town vibe, no traffic, not hectic, recreation and natural beauty.

5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Keep me happy and entertained.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Agricultural community
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Growing fruit, it's a good community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q1: Love Love the small community. Like the friendliness and beauty. Openness of 

the land.
5/23/2017 Delta Q2: Why Important Makes him feel happy and free.

PAONIA

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Agriculturaly diverse; organic orchards, cow/calf operations. Agriculture is 
the leading economy in county, we need to keep it that way and make sure 
it can grow sustainably.  

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important This is my livelihood, this is how I make my living. Also I'm the president of 
the livestock association. Family depends on it. I want this to remain 
economically viable in the county. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Work well as a community even with our diversity. Demographics.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Communities are the most important thing, Sustainability and self sufficient.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversified energy market.(solar) Economic development is fostering a 
market in renewables/ revitalizaiton of local business. Resiliance through 
diversity.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Community support. Support from commissioners. Important Nonprofit 
work has lead to seeing growth in this area.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Climate, environment, clean food, water, air. Nearness of nature. Town 
where people love to dance. Spirit of the people. Not 21st century 
(uproar??).

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important I like to grow and eat really good food. Many arts/ cultural opportunities.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Natural beauty, food, local healthy community, connectedness, ability to 
play outdoors right out the door.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Was missing this in the city, for health, for better social health and wellness.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Not the city. "Farm country". Flexible work on computers. Quiet!Active 
community. Diversity of types of people. Beautiful.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Connecting with people is easy. Peaceful for her soul and roots. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Moved here to get away from oil and gas. Open space, ranch land, farms. 

Getting food directly from farms, organic produce, dairy, meat is all local. 
Easy to be healthy. Feeling as an artist. Western heritage/local history. Self 
sustaining community.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Eating local/ organic food is vital to me and my families health. Health is 
connected to our food, don't want to be dependant on pharma. As an artist, 
feeling supported by the community is vital to my business. Feeling 
connected to the land spiritually and it is important to live in a valley with 
stewards of the land. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Sense of community, safe place for her children, farming culture. Natural 
beauty, North Fork School of Integrated Studies.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Society is losing it's connection to the earth. The earth is important to her, 

therefore she lives here because it's a sanctuary for honoring th earth. The 
characteristics above allow us to be authentic and expressive in meaningful 
ways. Good healthy food grown locally feeds my family.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love I love rural Colorado and not over populated by cars and an influx of 
mainstream communism. Peaceful undisturbed by man and technology. The 
opportunity to explore creativity, arts, healing and culinary arts. 
Affordability. The ease to become involved in the community activities. Like 
mindedness.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Important because I have the freedom to be my true self. There is a 
freedom here. I feel safe, I feel like a human being, not a human doing. I feel 
like I can make a difference. I'm not anonymous.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Smallness, not a lot of lights, scenery. Hear birds, wildlife, breath of fresh 
air.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Not many places that are undeveloped. Less development keeps it wild.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity, Clean water, Clean air, Rural, undeveloped, no sidewalks. Diverse 
people and occupations. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important The reason he moved here-The North Fork Valley- is fighting against oil and 
gas. No flare stakes(??). Quality of life.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity (amazing), history, diversity of the history of itself. The way of life, 
cultures, classes, landscape diversity, climates, eco-systems. Still surprised 
to be finding new places after 6 years. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Sense of gratitude, landscape is constant reminder of beauty. The awe of it 
all.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Spaces and views, diverse community with lots of activities. People make 
things, grow their food.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Qualities of life, connecting with family a community.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Moved here 2 years ago ago, space and land you can control. Rural small 

town feel. Social atmosphere know people and neighbors. Sense of 
community. Opportunities



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Love of the outdoors, never sick of looking out the window.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Organic ature of the valley, small community, raising food opportunities. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Supportive of individual concerns personal health and well being. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Good place to raise kids. Health of community. Farmers are connected. 

Food and water. Education
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Always learning for self and kids are as well.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Agriculture, orchards, walkability. Small shops in town. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Familiarity of own upbringing elsewhere. Was new less than 3 months ago 

and wants to be part of community/small town.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Born and raised, history, agriculture, Natural Resources and open areas.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important History, Bounty of the County, Natural Resources. Keeping open areas, 
taking care of the land.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Reminds me a lot of growing up. The walkability. Education options, clean 
air and water. Agriculture. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Creative people and diversity. Eat everything that is grown locally.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Freedom to do what he likes, not too much govnt. Interference with our 

lives and to be able to make a living for his family. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Because of families values and things he holds dear. Wants those values to 

be respected and is open to other opinions.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Choices, respect neighbors but choices, in AG but open to other things also.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Seen it work how it is now, gotten along in the valley. Stable employment 
with AG and industry working in unison. Its working now.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Clean air, water, living. Flexibility and private property rights.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Quality of life, healthy living. Private property rights in order to make a 

living. Get some input form the neighbors but have their right to do their 
own thing. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural, dark skies, stars, quiet, friendly, diverse, organic, no stop lights, 

artistic, rich in arts and literature. Open space, black canyon, Organic food 
and culture.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important It embellishes my deep spirituality, health, style of living, cannot live 
without nature surrounding me.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Combo of small town and rural quality, mountains and public lands. Clean 
water, air, land and farmland. Our community is rich in culture.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important I can't live without mountains and wilderness nearby. My mental and 
physical health depends upon them. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural and small town mix on mesa, Pristine environment, dark skies, clean 
water, small but activist community. Easy to become part of community. A 
lot of public land access.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Quality of life as a senior citizen. Will not stay if changes. Can't live without 
mountains. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Love nature and ag, open space, wildlife, healthy environment; clean air and 
water. Down to earth feel. People here because they want to be here. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Ways to make a living, spiritually, and for my children.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love All ages are welcome. Differing age people can comingle. Beauty. AG with 

integrity. Awreness of young people of their choices for the future. Care 
about their living and environment.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Young people are the future. Health challenges make her appreciate the 
clean environment. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Beauty- told her children, just look at where you live. Likes being able to get 
local foods, eggs, fruit, etc.. Likes lots of towns that are here different kinds 
of people. Likes the clean environment. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Likes life to be simple, not cluttered, not too many choices,"chocolate or 
vanilla. Not too crowded. Feeling that she is an important part of the 
community.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Peaceful, quiet, clean, vibrant. Sense of ownership, privacy.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important They make a healthy community by way of clean food and good neighbors.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love People are friendly and approachable. Everything is grown here.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Food and health, shows right value community.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural, Ag, Diverse community surrounded by public lands, Healthy food. 

Without oil and gas development to spoil it. Safe environment.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Clean water, air, Rec opportunities, Wild life abundance.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural nature views, clean air and water, open space. Creative nature of 

community and ability to grow own food. Lifestyle.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Don’t want health threatened by pollution. Don’t want views obstructed 

indefinitely. Doesn’t want a chicken farm or oil and gas well next to her.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love rural native access to diverse places. Mtns, rivers, canyons. Rec 
opportunities. Small town community feeling. Healthy lifestyle gardening 
/farming.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Provide for very healthy lifestyle. Makes for stress less life. Provides more 
time with family.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Open space, Diversity, small community, clean environment. Public lands 
access, geographic location.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Access to outdoors and healthy lifestyle. Healthy community diverse 
outdoor recreation opportunities, family and protection for future 
generations.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Healthy living, Ag, clean air/water, community. Healthy environment, 
natural beauty.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Finding purpose, employment, economic diversity. Valley transforming from 
mining to focus on healthy lifestyle. Money and job concerns. Community 
support for entrepenuers, education and children. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Outdoor recreation, horses, rodeo. Ag, community diveristy, organic 
faming/biodynamic. Good balance of water and land usage. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Happy, healthy, peace of mind, employment, sustainable balance of people 

water and land. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Slower paced family oriented. AG opportunites for kids. Natural beauty. 

Community in town.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Diversity in lifestyle. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Independence to pursue dreams unregulated. We have family operated 

chicken barns.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important We were over regulated in our last environment. Good for our community.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Small town, little traffic, people, quiet. I feell welcome, quick to learn and 
meet people. Kids are friendly.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Community = resilience.(??)
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Historical continuity as an ag community dating back to the spanish era. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Topography, abundance of water created a sustainable Ag base.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Ag, Utilization of natural, renewable Natural Resources, grazing, farming, 

ranching.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Providing food and water for others. Re invests money into the community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity, vibrancy friendliness, urban transplant loves the space/landscape. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Gets her motivated, Promotes inner peace. This is her home.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity , different ideas accepted by others, natural beauty able to raise 

crops here that can't be raised elsewhere. Dark starry skies, clean air and 
water. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important The above are personal values.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Silence, isolation, dark sky nights, living at the end of a dead end road.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Thought about when watching cowboy films this is a sgood as it gets in our 
passion for living elsewhere. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Peaceful natural beauty. Clean safe open space, vision and organic AG 
opportunities for sustainable commmunity.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Space for spiritual fulfilment. Hope for humanity, big picture this is like no 

other place. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural remote limited access, diversity of skills (blue collar to truckdriving to 

scientists). Rec opportunities. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Live away from the hussle and bussle of city life. Made a concious decision 

to live of grid, work with diverse groups. We are responsible for creating our 
own reality. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity of community and talent. Beauty of environment. Clean air, water, 
food. Organic farms. Resiliance of people, intentional-ness of life here. 
Commitment.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important All these characteristics above. Open space, air etc..
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Lifestyle, clean water and air. Mtn views, quality of life by community. Last 

best place, peace and peaceful mind. Safety, kids can walk to school. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Ability to maintain current and lifestyle pass on to future generations. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Friendly, accomodating of different opinions. Receptive to new ideas.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important We have to change and adapt. Would like to see children return. Good 
access to rec, hunting and fishing. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Organic farming and public lands
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important N/A
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Friendliness, large diverse ag community. Small town opportunities for 

children. The economic diveristy in the past it was ag minerals and forestry 
and rec.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Would like his children to come back and make a living. Keeping a diverse 
economic base.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Beauty, seclusion from other world, nice people and quiet living. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Like an easier, simpler life. City life is hectic.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love People are welcoming and open, Beauty of the area. Quiet community 

centric, not many permitting rules(for building).
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Builds a better community and makes them feel safer. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Natural beauty, people you can associate with. Different organizations that 

do good, food and wine.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Sense of communtiy, get to know people, he didn't feel he had it in an 

urban setting.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Beauty clean air and water. Mix of people. Quiet rural businesses 

dependant on these qualities. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important N/A
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Beauty , pristine water, air and environment. These bring people here. Also 

safe places for the kids to play.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important They maintain the character of value for future genrations. Draw other 

people into the area. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Rural, Vibrant, laid back and natural beauty. Creative, remote with lots of 

public lands.(BLM and Forest Service). Recreation. True social engagement. 
Basci amenities, farming, progressive thinking, Safety, most people have 
kids and work here.(??)

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Iprefer a small town where you truly know a lot of people and it is easier to 
engage. I don’t want all the distractions of a city and exercise 
equiptment(??). Being a steward of the land, wild life and farming are all 
impportant to my quality of life. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love New to town, Not a lot of towns less the 2k where you could find a job, 
great internet. Appreciates small town with internet. Local economy is 
drawn to younger people. Digital conductivuity. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Found job in career path. Able to live close to land. Opportunities here not 
found elsewhere. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity of people, Numerous cultural opportunites.Music, Writers. Beauty 
of the valley, expansiveness. Clean refreshing mountain views, every day in 
nature. Good climate, public lands. Can get what I really need in this 
community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important At a point in life able to slow down to appreciate controlable things-health-
live independently. Social and senior services here are excellent. Valley care 
providers. Want to enjoy healthy lively active elder life.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Environment, AG, Mountains, Diversity of people, weather, Realness of 

culture. Freedom to be (??). Support I feel from the community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Came here for people, artists. (??) Depth of people and realness? Feed my 
soul makes me feel alive and  engaged.  

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Environment, AG, Mountains, Clean water, views, change of seasons. 
Diversity of people- Hippies to coal miners. Oppoprtunity to volunteer. Love 
the area. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Health opportunities, yoga and hiking. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Land, water, remoteness, community
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Being a part of what helps communit to prosper. Retain these community 

characteristics.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love AG, grown food, community, friendhips, clean, organic food, healthy 

environment, Health(personal).
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Organic food and communtiy bring health, low stress. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love 7 1/2 year resident. Self sufficiency, no building codes. Values diveristy, 

autonomy, likes to grow own feed. Values community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Moved frequently in past. Community not intentional community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Abundant, clean, local food. Recreational options/access. Preserving 

beauty. Community with many small businesses. Lots of families strength in 
relationshops of small town.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Ease of well being- physically, spiritually, physochologically. Create a small 
example of thriving healthy community a model for a large community.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Close to the source of water, staight from snow. Soil is fertile, micro culture, 
abundant nutrients. Small town, know most people I see. I feel safe among 
people who know and care about me. Access to public lands- trail systems.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Health, Survival capacity- enough water/food to live. We depend on our 
surroundings to live.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Small town, sense of community, local ag, lush, families, quiet, clean, 
resillient. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Concerned about climate change acting on a local level in a way that is 

globallly impactful. Local action for global solutions. Desire to raise a child in 
a clean and resillient community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Ag with an intellectual content. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important I'm an intellect
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Diversity in the people, A basic love shared by all the people,(land, air, 

water, lifestyle).
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Came from big cities for the space and the ability to create jobs. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Clean space, food, air, quality of life, clean water, old west attitude of 

helping and minding your own business.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Personal values and necessary for Earth. Live together or die together. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Peaceful, good place for retirement. Opportunity to do something different. 
Strong sense of community, lots of Natural Resources.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Makes me feel better. Organic farms, Available water.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Festivals and communty were alive. Farmers from the North Fork. Organic 

farms. Ideal location for access to interstate travel. Helpful people, diverse 
talents, cooperative. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Sustainable through ag and community/tourism. Progressive future.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Opportunity to grow own food. Rural setting with proximity to towns large 
enough for Natural Resources. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Love community, activities, theatre art. Entrepeneurship focuses here. 
Spiritual connection available here in area. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Beauty of the valley. Not industrialized. Clean water/ open space. Outdoor 
rec/trails.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Mental health and overall health
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Low population, open space, good water and clean air.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Makes for a good quality of life. Not polluted or crowded.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love That it hasn’t changed much- space for ag, wildlife safe place to raise 

families. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Family has been here 5-6 generations.



Date Source Question Comment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Clean air, water, views, friendly, small, open spaces. From DC so the 

community and environment is nice.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Healthy, enjoyment, joun with other of like-mind, can grow/harvest own 

food. Have access to rec with friends.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Clean air and water, ag, not too many people. Freedom, flexibility, lack of 

beuarocracy. You have to work with and know your neighbors. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Gives sense of community, lets you do less without as much govnt.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q1: Love Small town, community involvement. Beauty, rec, Public lands. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q2: Why Important Recreation opportunities, safe, clean environment. Transparency in govnt. 

Can make a difference in community. 

CEDEREDGE

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Friendliness, Cleanliness, Caring community. Beauty
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Health, No big city politics, Police provide sense of security. Ability to start 

business. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Personable community. Ag, 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Likes that the community is stable and basic values that come from it. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Slow pace of life, low population, fresh air, Friendly community and 
beautiful area with great weather. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Makes me healthy, physically and mentally. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Grew up on a farm, it's like going home. Proximity to grand mesa.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Feel at home.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Seasons, primarily ag, low density population. Conservative area. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Good area to raise kids, clean air and water.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Schools, hospital, the natural environment. Rec, no building codes. Easy 

access to other nice areas. DMEA(??) 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important N/A
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Small town feel. Environmentally clean area. Lots of outdoor rec. Not having 

overlit signs and streets. Farms and ag. Slow pace of life.



Date Source Question Comment
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Want my children to experience a rural life, Desire to be in an area not full 

of polution and crowds.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Open space, Community, Raching
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important History, Free to enjoy the natural Natural Resources. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love It's not Denver! Not too many regulations. We have mountain climate but 

plains advantages. Lots of natural land. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important I don’t feel rushed here. I can take time to breathe. I feel free. Freedom to 

explore and climb. Need to garden.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Ag, Outdoors, Hunting, Small town, Fresh food
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Hard to find this in big city, Not crowded
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Really love the outdoors. Protect environment. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Important because I enjoy it. Makes me happy to access public lands. 

Renewable energy. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Ag, diversity of Natural Resources to earn a living. Outdoors/ Hunting. Small 

community for kids to grow, Friendly community. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important AG is important, Mineral and timber economical development. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love AG, Rural, Natural environment. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Own property and would like to keep it the same . Food production is 

important. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Outdoors, farming, orchards.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important More self sufficient opportunity. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Rural, small town. Peaceful. Outdoor rec. Climate, population. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Age, relaxing less stress. AG freedom.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Public lands, Views, Rural, Wildlife. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Public lands allow me to ride horses. Purity of view and the area makes 

people feel good.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Critical mass of orchards to sustain the industry here. Industry ecosystem is 

viable. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important These provide livelihood. Opportunity fo future generations. Strong peer 

group to work with. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Rural, wake up feeding chickens. Actively seeking to get out of the city, rec 

opportunities, Lived here very little time and met many people. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Smaller place to interact with people. Open space is beautiful. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Raising healthy cows in a community that supports it. Healthy family. Open 

space, AG
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important It's important to have beautiful open space with healthy land and water. 

The small community makes it a great place for family. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love People, friendly, respectful, sincere, helpful. Outdoors, activities and views.

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Peace of mind. Business interaction. Population- willing able workers. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Friendliness, weather, no lines, Laid back. Cederedge overlook. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Better weather than other places, Less stress and more family time / leisure 

time. Easy to decompress and get into nature. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Rural, Public lands, Outdoor lifestyle. Not a fan of towns; love "small town" 

people. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important We need to rely on eachother to help and support. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love People are friendly. Slow pace. Innovative vacationing here, business 

related. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Suitable for seniors, recreational activities here, volunteering. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Know people I work with, Friends, and customers are your friends. County 

wide perspective. AG
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Deal with a hand-shake, people are honest, trustworthy. Unlocked door 

fealing
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Own business, Landscape, Views
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Small town family values. Nature.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Diversity of people, AG
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Broad variety of views. Maintains local farm. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Freedom, personal freedoms with minimal govnt. Interference, all is done 

between neighbors and mutual respect. Clean environment.



Date Source Question Comment
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Sustainable ability to make a living and live a healthy life with personal 

freedom and my property rights. Steady life with minimal boom and bust 
industries affecting life. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love AG, Rural, Open space, 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important With an ag background, we can provide health food and lives from natural 

renewable Natural Resources. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love AG community, Open space, Right to farm, History of AG. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Make a living through ag. Family. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Moved here for natural world, love sense of relationship in small 

communities the land and how engaged we all are. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important When we remember being kind, truthful, and accountable it makes a 

difference by staying engaged and it brings more value to life.

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Delta county is a great place to make a living. Diversity and AG. Great place 
to raise a family. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important It is how I make my living and love doing it. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Love the beauty of the landscape. Being able to work here. Tranquil 

lifestyle, self sufficiency and independence. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Being able to grow own food and be self sufficient. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Mix of all economics in the county.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Those are the reasons he chose to live here. Likes to see families live the life 

they choose here. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Small, free, natural, practical, here by choice. Ability to have a lifestyle that 

suits me. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important family originally worked for Anton Roubideau. Simplicity and practicality. 

Freedom of education, living not fighting the rat race mentally. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Small town, everyone knows everyone. Freedom to develop my personal 
property. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Freedom is important, historically for my family. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Simplicity, lack of population, ag, freedom to not be involved, Easy access to 

rec and public lands. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important These aspects are relaxing. Makes him feel like part of something bigger. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Love the small town mentality. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Easy access to outdoors, can go for a walk anywhere. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love have 5 unique urban centers- asset. Do not try to conform. Free private 

property rights. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Property is easy to increase in value. Quality of life in neighborhood. 

Minimize corruption through building codes and govnt. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love 5 distinct urban areas. Small town community. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Property values. Outdoor access. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Trip to town always means meeting someone new or meeting friends. 

Affordability and no traffic. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important Gives a pond to live in a community. ??
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q1: Love Open space, Cows, ???
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q2: Why Important ????

CRAWFORD

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Ilove the live and let live attitude. The quietness. Freedom of outdoor 
activities. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important These things are important because they keep me sane and I can do 
whatever I want. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Neighbors are willing to let you do with your property that you feel is 
necessary to do 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important They are my income and my joy. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Rural lifestyle and its quiet. Great water quality here. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Quiet is important, Ranching is very important as well as hunting and 

fishing. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Like the small town, love the ag, the wildlife and diversity. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Knowing where my food comes from and a lifestyle that helps develop life 

skills. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Love open space and knowing my neighbors. Small community. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Raising kids lots more advantages. Skills, Lived here all her life. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love All ag is part of Delta county. Ranching is my lifestyle, property rights and 

small community with friendly neighbors. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Because I get to live in a rural ranching lifestyle. Making friends, small 

community feel. Able to grow food. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Wildness, wildlife, Freedoms, Quiet, Sense of closeness. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Peace of mind, sparce population. Freedom, Safety
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Balance and diversity/urband and ag. Ag to grow and have local fruit. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Working in ag and to be involved with the community. Access to riding 
horses and hiking. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Not much change. Slow population growth. Diversity in culture. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Happiness. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Beautiful natural araea. Open space with rivers. AG, rural life, small towns 

with relevant services, dark skies, wildlife
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Healthy lifestyle, ability to ride horse on open space. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Rural quality. Healthy environment, clean air and water
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Sense of peace and closeness to nature and for health
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Open space, rural feeling, dark skies, cows and sheep, wildlife, Safety I feel 

going down a dark road. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important These things bring me joy. That's why I live here. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Rural communities, ag, Open spaces and right to farm. History of our 

community. Livestock. Wildlife, hunting and fishing . 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Ability to make a living. Historic value of the above and a great place to 

raise a family. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love The people and the farmers, the ranchers, the organics. Closeness and 

sense of community. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important I live alone and I don’t feel alone. We work together even through our 

differences. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Clean water and air. No crime. Organic community. Diversity and youthful 

vibe that is here. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Where I live and raise my children here. Lifestyle. Continue the heritage of 

such a great place. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Autonomy, independence of decision making. Spaciousness of community 

and ability to work together. Diversity of lifestyles. Sense of community. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important This is where I chose to live and I can make an impact on it. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Diverse landscape and climate. Diverse community. Progressive thinkers. 

Open slate. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important catalyst for happiness. Affordability. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Open space ag and community
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Ag feeds the world and it is a major part of Delta county. Open space

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Unified, open space, hard working independent people. Good values. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Fresh air, open space. Food. Clean good place to raise kids. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Knowing everyone. Outdoors and ag. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important quality of life, peace of mind, more space
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Rural, community oriented, scenery and landscape. Schools are great. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important It's why I moved from the city. Want good schools for our kids. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Small community with diversity. Natural Resources are abundant and 

people seem to respect others values. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Quality of life
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Mesas, Mountains, The people and values
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important These things don’t exist in a city. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Open space, ag, wildlife. Healthy environment. Access to public lands. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Livelihood, ranching, outfitting hunting. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Culture of the people. Climate  and opportunities. Natural Natural 

Resources and ruralness of the area. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Culture aligns with his ideas of how people should be. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Wasn’t interviewed. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Small town Aspen. Hard working personality people here. Natural beauty. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Happy environment Sport economy ranch and farming for food. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Small country life based on ag. Open spaces. Freedom
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Makes for a healthy place to live and raise a family. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Different climates, new life, Open scenery. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Lifestyles and raising a family. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Small town feel and rural setting. Independence and close knit community. 

Climate, outdoors and rec. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Want to live here and not move, don’t want change. Working outside is 

great and making a living doing that is easy here. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Small town community rural setting. Climate. Love the outdoors. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important They are all priorities of mine
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Diversity and small town helpfulness. School system, not a wealth based 

community. Clean air and water with good hunting and ag. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Provides a lifestyle that I really value. Public schools and fresh food make a 

great place ot raise kids. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Peacefulnee, willing to help. Outdoor rec. Lifestyle and closeness of 

community. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Been to busy places and it's unpleasant. Clean air and trees make fo a 

healthy life. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Old fashion ranch and farm living style. Having the freedom to start 

business and live off of it. Rec to help provide for her family. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Were able to raise a family how they wanted. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Clean water and air. Clean living. Personal freedom within reason. Freedom 

from regulation. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Healthy life, start a business, minimal regulations, input on what's going on. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Pristine environment, Ag, beauty. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Concerned about health and a pristine environment means a high quality of 

life. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Seclusion, lack of population. Work in construction. AG and the diversity. 

Small town. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Different lifestyle
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Growability/AG. Diversity of the community. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Livelihood, Cultural relevance. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Living in a rural area. Know people, beauty. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Survival for me, need a rural area to thrive. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Peace and quiet. Purity of water. Schools are great. Don’t have ot worry 

about the kids playing. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important My life is all about peace and quiet and that’s what this area gives me. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Beauty and diversity. Peace and quiet. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Grow own food. Freedom. Clean water and air. NO contaminated soil. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Local small community, fresh air. Privacy  is important to me, hunting 
opportunities. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Gives ample privacy. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love The fact that everything is local. Good climate and great businesses for it. 

Awesome rec opportunities. Kids have safety, cost of living

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important Everything is beneficial to lifestyle that I enjoy. Kids have many 
opportunities. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love The freedom of being surrounded by nature. The clean water and air. Long 
grow season and ability to grow diverse crops

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important It is important to live a natural life as far away from pollution and 
commercial industry as you can. Sustainability here is amazing. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q1: Love Clean air and water. Long grow season. No traffic and small town feel. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q2: Why Important N/A



Date Source Question Comment

HOTCHKISS

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love This is a nice community to live in.  The freedom to craft without licsense or 
restriction

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important This allows me the freedom to do what I need or want
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Remote, eclectic - I can do what I want on my own property.  I can grow 

fruit, raise animals, build what I want without permission except for state 
regulations

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important It gives me freedom to do what I want to do; no one telling me what to do.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love The scenic views, wildlife, the quiet rural atmosphere.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important It enhances my mental being
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Beauty of the landscape, recreational opportunities, rural caracter, slow 

pace of life, clean air and water, locally available high quality beverages and 
food. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important I chose all of these things, I could have gone someplace else.  These things 
are my life.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Small town feel; low density development; slow pace of life here.  Friendly 
nature of the people, clean air, locally available high quality food. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important The enhance my quality of life.  They may even extend my life.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Friendliness, knowing the people, beauty; gardening and ag are possible.  

Lots of caring people; love the food.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Allows me to have a healthy lifestyle (e.g. recreation, food, slow paced, low 

stress.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Rural, clean air and water, diversity of people, always new people coming 

in. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Quality of life - air, water, neighbors are important.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Clean air, water, rural setting, small town, respect among citizens, 

agricultural, scenic, rivers, affordability.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Basic human interest in quality of life, community interaction, clean air and 

water are paramount.  Local food and gardens. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Organic farmers - moved here to farm organically, small friendly farms, 

young family farmers attracted to the cultural assets - music etc.  Creative 
energy - focus on sustainability.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Quality of life issues - having good work, community, support from other 
organic farmers.  More interested in improving the environment that profit.  
Educational support.  Good consumers here for organics. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Safe, natural beauty, agriculture (ranching, organic farming, winery, ag 
tourism, chicken farms) need to be mindful of uses. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important This is why people come to our community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Beauty, mountain views, sunset and rise.  Coal mining community.  People 

pitch in and help with everyone and every town in the valley.  Safety for kids 
and care.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Mining community  volunteer in all ways.  Builds community - when people 
are involved in things together everyone is happy. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Beauty, quiet, peacefull, ag, all facets of ag, feel like I'm part of a family.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important What I've always wanted in my life and what I want for my future and that 
of my kids.  Access to public lands is wonderful.  Love hardworking people 
with a strong work ethic.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Organic farming and ag community.  Natural beauty, access to public lands.  
Recreational opportunities.  Low traffic. Community cares for each other.  
Age diversity.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Quality of food & health is important. Increased quality of life.  Heritage & 
wisdom in the community.  Sense of belonging and conection. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Big community growing foods, building DIY.  Similar lifestyles, common 
communities. Opportunities for education.  Access to public lands.  Arts 
creamery, Drive in theater, paradise theater. Art are very important. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Community shared values or healthy living life. Even newcomers can 

connect to community.  Values the opportunity to be part of larger 
community that is not available in cities. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Community - the people.  Access to public lands. Hunting, fishing, hiking.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Agriculture provides open space. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Rural.  One person can make a real difference.  Mountains and public land

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important More people means better business but not worth losing the quality of life. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Ag based community,  ag drives the economy.  Love we are an ag based 
community. Diversity of population.  Good schools in county. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important How I make a living is in ag.  400 head of cattle to support one family. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Found career in environmental law and policy.  Able to work remotely by 
broad band. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Backpacking, public lands, rural with no commercial ag
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love ag - 2 ranches.  Quality to farm, water and soil quality.  Comrauderie.  Build 

a life. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Future generations enjoy the same things we do, protect the land
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Love community, small town environment, Communicate with neighbors, 

Rivers and mountains are important for recreation.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Quality of life, other communities.  The animosity towards others. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Friendly people who know each other, clean water and air.  Access to 

mountains and fishing.  Ability to have a hobby farm. Values and 
characteristics of local ranchers and farmers and orchards. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important These positive things increase quality of life and provide freedom. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Topography, natural environment. Gardening and livestock. Peopl]e close to 

each other and their neighbors. Needs (food, water, healthcare) are taken 
care of. Personal health important to me and for others. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important So people can be happy and productive.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Agricultural diversity and natural Natural Resources.  Friendly people, small 

school system, the climate.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Ag is important becaue it is how I make a living.  Feeling friendly 

community. My kids got a good education.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Diversity and collaboration between neighbors.  Locally grown healthy food.  

Local farms, incredible healthcare system, both conventional and 
alternative.  Multitude of organizations in place. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important The provide health for humans and natural world.  Nourishes me to help 
others and receive help. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Small town, rural, nature.  Community, mix of art, tech, ag, recreation.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important beauty of the area, quality of the natural Natural Resources. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Pristine authentic rural life. Ranches and farmers (???), artists, musicians, 

rich cultural mix.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Comfortable place to live.  Fresh air, low traffic.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Diversity ag, art, tech.  Ag - open ranching.  Family. (family operated 

ranches?)
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important The way of life should continue.  Must utilize natural Natural Resources in 

(efficient?) way. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Rural, unique surroundings, open spaces, close community.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Good community to raise kids, rural area provides opportunities.  Being part 

of a caring community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Affordable - can live here.  Work outside in ag. Surrounding areas, public 

lands. Caring community but independent.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Healthy, outside, lifestyle brings peace of mind and stability.  Job sustains 

me. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Safe, youth have options. Working with animals, variety of people.  

Affordable living.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important My health is better.  More thoughtful, I know the history of the area.



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love People are close knit, care about each other.  Stop light 20 miles away.  

Open space.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Value small town way of life.  Rural ag, raise granchildren in the same way. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Countywide community, rural.  People care about each other.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Good place to raise kids and grandkids.  Rural ag community and way of life. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Open space, climate, people.  Place to raise a family.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Because I've lived in big cities, didn't like it.  We have ranching community.  

We don't have road rage.  Different pace - this can be good and bad. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Open spaces. Small number of traffic lights.  Outdoor rec. ability to have 
sufficient Natural Resources to raise food - own gardens and locally raised. 
Starting to be an infusion of younger generations. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Outdoor person, grew up in rural areas, children and family enjoy outdoors. 
Like to work outside, like diversity of people and multi-generational, recent 
people, everyone can bring vitality to the table.   

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Living where new kinds of economic areas are encouraged.  Support 
alternative energy like solar. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Economic development brings stability to the community.  I work in solar 
development and would like to see the market thrive.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Rural ag based lifestyle with open space and wildlife habitat.  Respect for 
private property rights. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Outdoors person and these characteristics provide and enable  a healthy 
lifestyle.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Not a lot of hustle and bustle.  Layed back neighborly people.  Good 
domestic water, no stoplights, future internet.  Need more main highway 
maintenance.  Open space, ranchers, local mineded land owners. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Make highway proper the first time.  Jobs and business here (light industry) 

More large animal vetinarians.  Expand Delt-Mont Tech college.  Schools, 
police, fire.  Need clear guidelines concernign right to farm. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Agriculture is a priority.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Because ag is a priority.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love The environment around us - mountains, deer, rivers, open space.  I like the 

small town community, sense of the area.  Appreciate the lack of hustle and 
bustle 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important It establishes overall lifestyle I want
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Fresh meats and produce from non-commercial farmers I know. Natural 

beauty. Public lands.  No traffic, small community, unique towns, ag, open 
space

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Well being of community, heritage, good way of living.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love The diversity of people in the community and the lifestyles.  Love clean air 

and water, which means sustainable water system that isn't impacted by 
industrial farming and energy exploration which could put our water at risk. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Clean air and water creates a healthy environment.  It also encourages ag 
tourism and recreation.  These characteristics create a friendly and happy 
environment.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love friendly people, sense of community, clean air and water, fertile soil.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Less anxiety, pace of life that is suitable for me.  Access to organic foods.  
Knowledge of the farmers in the community. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Diversity, ag, small towns, lack of heavy industry.  Renewable energy

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important These ensure best quality of life for most number of people 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love The unincorporated areas are so unregulated. Can build an old tire shed, 

have a (???) shack or house. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important We don't have mandatory building codes.  One small group of people are 

not in charge of everything we can and can't do on our property.  Don't 
(???) the county into a grant subdivision (Or?) HOA.  Private property rights 
are also important to me. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Diversity, fight and be friends, small ag, small industries.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important These things protect my quality of life and livelihood and property values.  I 

only care about my neighborhood. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love We are small enough to care about each other, the connection to our 

surrounding lands.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important My access to great food, the public lands access.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love The word community.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Because that's the essence fo living in a rural environment. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Public land, Diversity of ecosystems.  Ag community and organic food. 

Growth of the arts - music and visual. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Essential for my health and happiness.  The growing diversity of the 

community and ag economy coupled with the arts make living here 
disirable.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Small, no traffic. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Quiet still (???) am a person on solitude
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Diversity of county, mining, ag, rec, hunting, tourism.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Important to the whole community: ie mining has been here forever, did 

not affect pristine water and air, all of these diverse industries are part of 
what makes Delta County a desirable place to live. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Productive and ingenuity - people are doers, they are artists, friendly, 
tradespeople helpful

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important A strong community that is resilient and inclusive.  Self reliant is important.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Natural Natural Resources that are available - wildlife, hunting, fishing, ag, 
ranching, history, this is a right to farm county. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important To have freedom to have ag that works for every individual.  It is a way of 
life, great place to grow up and raise kids. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Very rural - has (???) agriculture and wildlife and is not crowded with 

people.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important I came from a rural heritage and I love being aroud rural people 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Ag and mining have been the backbone of the county for over 100 years 

and the results are what why everyone wants to live here.  Strong individual 
(???) (???) and open space that is green and productive. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Generations have been able to enjoy and make a living with an ability to 
grow, improve and pass it on to the future generations.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Like that there is still a fair amount of freedom and the fact that we have 
good ag base and open space and we still have the freedom to harvest our 
natural Natural Resources. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Because I've (experieced?) areas where they have lost these things.  The 
above items have worked for generations so consequently we have what 
we have.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Rural ag based community.  The high mountains surrounded by deserts.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Like working with producers who make something from the land and enjoy 
being around people with connection to the land. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Small town community, landscape, have enough natural Natural Resources 
for a variety of agricultural products. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love I love the people, old timers and new.  Ag, close public lands, wilderness 

areas.  Couple (was?) from Aspen/Telluride.  We have climate and water to 
grow many products. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Value living in a place that's attempting to be sustainable.  Access to public 
lands allows you to get away for change of scenery. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Personal freedom, clean air and water, pristine environment, neighborhood 
(???).  Easy to start a business, easy to build a house, little government 
interference or fees.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Able to live a healthy life and make a living.  Lots of personal freedom, 
affordable to start a business or build a house. 



Date Source Question Comment
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q1: Love Small town feel, slower pace, organic farms and ranches, clean air, beautiful 

viewscapes, clean water.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q2: Why Important Because these things are rare in other communities, would like to sustain 

here. 



Date Source Question Comment

DELTA

5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Can live and raise your family the way you want in a good environment
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 My salary is paid by agriculture. I can re-invest my money in the community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Diversity, Multiple opportunities in; school, sports, clubs. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Multiple Opportunities 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Great place to raise kids. Small community is personally important and don’t want a 

big city 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Livelyhood, Friendly community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Livelelyhood- self employed agriculture lifestyle. Grew up in a city so I appreciate the 

rural outdoor life.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Livelyhood, Safety
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Connection, Fullfilment, Recreation, Healthy exercise, Conveniently close
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Can support his family with his business. Doesn't have much to complain about. Likes 

the level of personal freedom he has here.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Open night skies, entertainment options abound.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Less stress. Can ride horse wherever he wants
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Healthy, Less stress. Family liikes to visit.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Biking, Hunting, Hiking, Photography, Exploring
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Better health, water, air. Less stress. Having things you can't have in a city, such as a 

hayfield. More friends, they knew 4 neighbors on the front range and now they know 
lots of friends.

5/23/2017 Delta Q3 An easy way to balance my work and my lifestyle. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Lifesyle you enjoy- work, golf, mountains, close to kids
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Quality of life.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Recreation at home, Enjoy our resources
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Being able to enjoy our resources.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Making a living, being able to pay the bills
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Raise kids in this environment and grandchildren, ability to be free to do what we love 

to do.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Personal happiness, recreation, great outdoors
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Happiness, Making a living



Date Source Question Comment

DELTA

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Preserving agriculture ground, a more common sense approach to land development

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Loss of agriculture ground, habitat fragmentation (wildlife), loss of private property 
rights, state jobs

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Loss of businesses, Economy depressed.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Lack of direction
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Lack of jobs, New people who move in and want to change the community or they 

cant accept those who currently live here now. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Sustain lifestyle, Recover lost jobs.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 New people move here and want us to change what we have been doing forever. 

Want to shut down agriculture and my livelyhood. Need more jobs to attract $, 
reasonable industry. Younger people have less opportunity to stay here. Somewhat 
close minded to new ideas and need an open process for new ideas.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Loss of diverse economy, Can't use all of our natural resources, Health Care, Poverty.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Concerned the existing natural environment will be lost to development. Purity of air 
and water.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 If growth isn't managed, it could get too big and the rural lifestyle will be lost. Rapid 
population growth:(. Not enough jobs if you don't have a degree or a trade skill, 
there are no career paths. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Concerned with pesticides from Agriculture could pollute drinking water. Racism in 
community

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Would like to revitalize the coal, oil, gas, mineral and logging. Good well paying jobs 
with benefits. Adequate police and fire protection. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Jobs for younger generation, good jobs
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Sprawl- too many 5&10 acre lots, water(loss of water) to other states or Frontrange.) 

Too much money coming in and buying up property.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Will current lifestyles continue? Access to federal lands, Uncontrolled/non-common 

sense growth. Respect for private property rights. Retain identity when newcomers 
move in.



Date Source Question Comment

DELTA

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Continued devlopment without losing our heritage
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Staying agriculture based, Agriculture business friendly, Support hunting, fishing 

and wise use of natural resources

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Keep agriculture alive through zoning, Put displaced workers to work, Let 
agriculture have room to expand. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Industry. Maintain Agriculture
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Limit the splitting of real estate, as small acerages are not economical after the 

reduction in size. Would like to see the marijuana laws repealed. Would like to 
see county to develop an avenue for agriculture(e.g canning factory). Industry 
to support agriculture. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Open minds to new ways to sustain our way of life. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Come up with new industry to attract more for our kids to stay. New agriculture 

opportunities. Commercial Hemp-"Western Slope Hemp" (an industry brand 
name). High Speed Internet.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Come together as a county in unity.
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Take stock/note of resources, beyond oil and gas. Small town feeling. Prioritize 

environment, especially since many workers are tied to the land. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Lives and owns commercial property in North Delta and hopes that sewer gets 
connected. Connecting North Delta to the sewage system is a priority. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Strong environmental protections and enough employees to enforce them. 
Increased public transportation options. More support for immigrant 
community. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Sustain economy that the younger generation can. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Grow economically
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Retains the qualities it has today.
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Transportation- good public transit between communities. Broadband for 

everyone. Preservation of things(land, water air,etc..). Better economy forestry, 
mining, agriculture. Talk to neighbors before doing anything. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Find a way that the increasing age and lower income don't cause the 
community to become weak.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Remains the way it is. Small not overrun with large items.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Hope we can maintain quality of life, might sign community, and all the things 
that this and is ????. Don’t want growth with sacrifice. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Taxes, Clean small manufacturer.
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Clean small manufacturing, Recreation that we can all enjoy.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Small clean manufacturing, less regulation so that businesses will stay here. 
Taxes at a less than more stance.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Continue our way of life, Agriculture heritage, ability to feed local people and 
the world. Keep water with the land and with agriculture and its conservation.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Maintain Natural environment, Deal with population increase, Maintain quality 
of life, clean air.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Protection of the way things are.
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Design town base(??), Diversified economy, Mostly agriculture and oil and gas. 

Tourism, Repurpose train and coal mining areas.



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Would like to see more utilization of outdoor recreation t bring enthusiasts to 
our area. Feels we are in a good location to utilize outdoor rec for increasing 
community economic input. Agrotourism is promising for Delta county.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Work together to find solutions for all of us, Beauty and peacfulness. 
Agrotourism and art. Bike path between Delta and Paonia. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Diverse/stable economy. Continued rec oppportunities. Protection of public 
lands.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 For well thought out, diversified economy, particularly outdoor recreation. Long 
term viability of county in a way that maintains quality of life, combine new 
opportunities with what is here. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 All agriculture can grow and prosper, continue to collaborate more within 
community between agriculture and non-agriculture. Hope to be open to new 
job opportunities. Utilize natural resources. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Motivate the community. Embrace something new and different. Promote 
business com.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Promote infrastructure for tech. become more sensitive to the environment. I'd 
like to see a water park for kayaking etc.. (like Montrose). Bike paths! Ride from 
here to Cedaredge safely. Winter activities as well.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Continue to stay small/close community. Take in to considering everyone not 
only the loudest. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Grow agricultural markets. Kids can make a living and afford to live here. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Progression of agriculture. More prosperous employment. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Be able to shape the economy of the future rather than waiting to see what 
happens. Keep a diverse economy. Bring more high paying jobs.

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Sustainable growth and more jobs.
5/23/2017 Delta Q5 Agriculture is supported, Job growth taken seriously. Use available tools safely. 

County invests in opportunities for new farming. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q5 That the kids can graduate take their next steps in life and come back to a 
vibrant life.

PAONIA

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 all the businesses represented tonight are sustainable and can grow in the 
future. I hope my children can afford to come back and continue what we are 
doing. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Need affordable housing and transportation. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Diverse energy options 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 I hope that we listen to eachother, work together and create a vision we like. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Develop a diverse economy, welcome arts and open minds. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Hope to live and die in Delta County. Economic diversity and ag growth

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That our similarities keep us together and we protect the land we all love so 
much

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That we can be forward thinking and plan for the growth and expansion and its 
affects for our kids.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 There will be a thriving arts district, more young people with similar values. 
County and town govnts improve relationships. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 No over development and that we know all the facts before making decisions. 
Sustainable living

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That we all get along, respect continues. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Parents feel safe for their kids, maintain open space and work together to keep 
more water in the river

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Unified community and county. Correct way of growth

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Community stays involved and invested in what we love. Investments locally. 
Keep small town community feeling and experience

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep organic, small, healthy, mountain lifestyle alive

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Thrive economically without hurting lifestyle, open to new ideas for proper 
growth. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 To remain rural community. Stay true to our history.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Stay AG focused, natural community and beauty. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 No fracking
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Preserve the quality of life. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Continue to thrive and keep quality of life. Open to new concepts while 

maintaining tradition 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep neighborly approach to things. Sustainable economy/steady income

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep it small and pristine in land. Keep ag
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 No industrialization in neighborhoods due to poor planning. Safe and 

sustainable economical development

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 All keep communicating and working together toward comon goals despite 
presonal goals. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Ag grows. Development done in quality ways. Vibrant economy. Protect and 
preserve the land. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 residents will realize how important protecting the environment is. Better 
communication in the community and working together more. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That the dust will setlle and we figure out a plan that works for everyone. Also 
better income/steady work. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep growing in healthy ways. More renewable energy.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Grow economy, arts, culture, vibrancy, and make a bike path.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Preserve the quality of life, and maintain ag and diversity

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 County commisioners recognize North Fork and its needs. No adverse energy 
development. (no fossil)

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Alternative energy growth, organic farm/eco tourism. Protect rec lands and 
water. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Increased public land access for non-motor activities. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Proper growth from ag, rec etc.. Promote lifefstyle to draw the right minds. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Fairgrounds, New businesses come, old ones stay. More tourism and 
sustainable growth. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Diversity and tourism, ECONOMY
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Identify with diversification, more chicken barns.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep the funky diverse community true to our values. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Use historical strengths to provide for a sustainable future. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Smart growth, embrace new tech but stay true to ag heritage. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Find common interests within diversity for eachother and accept those needs.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 A plan that allows for things to actually happen, haven't had much change in 20 
years. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Embrace diversity in all aspects of our community. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 People share in development of community. Rec and tourism as well as ag 
opportunites. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Fully sustainable eco tourism community. Limited growth as we can only grow 
so much food. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Local economy development over outside interests. Utilize our info better. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Preserve the land and beauty, no industrialization. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Remaining diverse. Young family growth, keep ag big. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 More river access. Connect ag to other industries(schools, resturaunts etc..)

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Utilize our resources, sustainable growth, preserve propery rights. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 More events, bike paths, more hiking. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep it quiet, friendly, diverse economy not too crowded. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 safe zone from industry, diversified economy(rec, ag, art).

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 AG(??) Tourism will thrive. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Future with our same values. No fracking and minimal industry. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Only grow within our means, sustainable economy based on a strong and 
healthy community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Continue present path, North Fork stays as economic driver for the county.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Delta county stops supporting oil and gas extracting, possible impacts are 
concerning. People will rally to maintain healthy valley. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Potential creative industry here, people coming into community and bringing 
business with them. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 All the wonderful people here work together to work things out and maintain 
our environment. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Continued organic ag production. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 better communication, education. An example of a clean and healthy oasis.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 More local self reliance. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Cultivate industries that are beneficial to local area. Maintaining a clean 

environment. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Finding other ways to have a vibrant community through internet jobs, 

entrepenuers, ag, that can support this town. More rec opportunities and 
protect the air and water. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Bike/pedestrian trails. Continue down the current path of ag, and 
environmental protection that our community values. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Growth without major change. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 A unified idea of our "brand". Who we are as a community and that we protect 

that idea.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Common sense will prevail. Treat eachother right and do nothing to harm our 

environment. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Success in protecting the environment. People stay active in community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Maintain organic ag, clean air and water. Concerned that corporate ideas will 
override locals interests. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That nothing changes, sustainable industry/ag. Clean environment. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Good family town and intelligent growth and planning. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Continued clean air and water as well as open space

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Keep farming/ag as mainstay of the community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 No oil and gas. Culture based on beauty of the land and progressive govnt. 

Leaders.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 That the area stays dynamic enough to maintain core values of healthy life and 

ag.



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q5 Hope Paonia doesn’t turn into Aspen. 

CEDEREDGE

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Plan for the future and revisit often. Maintain controlled growth. Better 
internet. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Broadband- will attract people to the county creating more economic 
opportunity. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Things that I love will still be here in the future. Better diverse economy. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 My grandkids and great grandkids enjoy the same atmosphere. Better economy 
and jobs. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Continued ag. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5  Build a small base besides ag and extraction. Promote small business and teach 

skills in school. Fiber optic to every home and business in Delta county. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 That we can develop more rec, tourism, and business to create jobs. Organic 
farming growth. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Keep ag big part of Delta county. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Few regulations 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Diverse economy. Maintain same lifestyle 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Not to rely on one or two indutries, tourism. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Continued friendliness and tolerance. More employment and opportunities to 

keep families here.

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Keep it rural, boost ag. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Job opportunities, improve opportunities for young people to have families. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Slow pace, growth, less division in the community. (politically) Community 
connection. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 People to be open minded, cooperation, communication and good planning for 
the future. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Orchard and ag ramains viable. Acerage and facilities stay at level necessary to 
sustain orchards. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Continue living in beautiful diverse sustainable community

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Want to live in an ag community, small towns and community 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Establish small amount of zoning to help keep ag business valuable. Promote 
retirement related developments. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Modernize infratructure. Build ag for real economic development. Econ 
development for young kids and preserved open space. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 A solid plan is developed to guide us into the future

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Tiny home communities meet need of future growth 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Planned development and better infrastructure. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Maintain small town values and family owned stores. Protect the wildlife in the 

county and Cederedge. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Slow and regulated growth 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Put industrial ag in appropriate areas only. Peach valley. Maintain sustainable 

economic growth in; outdoor rec, tourism, education and such. No heavy 
industry of any sort 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Smart growth, maintaining ag production while embracing new technology. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 strong ag and maintain open space and preserve property rights. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 More collaboration, self sustaining and not being prisoners to the $$ society. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Hope someone is still running my ranch in the future, and that it stays a ranch 
forever maintaining the values we hold dear today. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Sustainable improvements for cell service and resources. Schools will keep up. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Can have development and growth without becoming front range. Better 
economy and schools. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Keep identity and freedom that we have now. Better water usage and 
technology improvements that promote our simplicity. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Continued freedom for future generation
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 No overpopulation and maintain a sustainable economy as a small rural 

community. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 That we figure out how to get more business commerce and activity growth. 

Support the elderly. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 more community activities of variety for the kids
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Look at other comprable towns business better response to support. More 

community events. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 More community events. New person registry/welcome wagon. Wildlife 

awareness
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q5 Ag stays backbone of community. Also that young people can stay in the 

community and make a living. 

CRAWFORD

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 My hopes are maintaining my current property values and quality of life in my 
neighborhood.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 My hope is that we can get back to the live & let live attitude.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 That we get a master plan that everyone is treated equally, makes sure no 
exceptions (???) our master plan.  Enforce the rules



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Hope that is stays the way it is.  Love the small community feel. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Stays same but see jobs come in our community.  Small town community stays 
the same. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 That we keep small town environment while bringing in more jobs. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Limiting growth without limiting personal freedom.  Respect for the ecosystem. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Continue to be an ag based community with opportunities - small businesses.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Not much change.  Not much wealth should enter.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Remain low population area with high quality of life for our citizens. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Preserve rural lifestyle. Before drastic changes, consideration for negative 
impacts on health and safety of all species.  Multi-ethnic population. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Zoning that protects the rural nature of the areas.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Strong future in ag and livestock.  Maintain open spaces, keep farmers and 

ranchers on the land.  Preservation of private property rights. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 I'm not into hope, but I do see it changing.  We have to realize we need 
alternative energy here, we need good roads, good healthcare, concerns for 
'elders of the tribe' must be concerned with 'we, we, we' not 'I, I, I". 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Continued progressive, gradual growth.  Moderate growth in new industries like 
hemp, vineyards, tourism, renewable energy, organic farms. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Land use system based primarily on renewable energies - more holistic land use 
policies implemented and encouraged. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Make North Fork Valley zones 1,2,3, safe and clean to continue rich production 
of produce.  Public transportation.  Bike/equine trail or path. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Agriculture can stay viable, help the county.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Keep open spaces clean, ranches farms, clean water.  Lines painted on roads.  

Access to public land

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 We realize the county was built on innovation.  Families can sustain themselves 
(i.e we don't have to be rich but people can thrive). 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Farmers be successful. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 All of these diverse groups will support each other and keep the quality of life 

we have in place here. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Things stay the same, the commmunity stays tight-knit.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Strong land stewardship ethic.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 That our communities here don't get stagnant, that they grow and have a 

robust economy.  Hope community will grow but stay culturally the same. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Become stable.  Stay around a long time.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Don't turn into California. No taxation without representation.  Health and 

public resources reform - free loaders.  Use our natural resources wisely.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 To thrive, neighbors get along
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Continue to sustainably grow including ag, recreation, idustry - cottage to large 

industry.  Legalized marijuana - tax it, regulate it. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Grows or dies.  Continue to thrive economically, new industries - wine, grapes.  
Multi-use continues while protecting the land - mining, timber, marijuana (mary 
jane)



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Agriculture continues to thrive.  Products are valuable enough too.  Value 
enhanced products. Marijuana legalized, established but regulated. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 People live in harmony and thrive.  Live together, work, schools, public space 
that  flourish.  Ability to flourish. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Sustainable community that provides good jobs for future.  Stay rural and 
agricultural. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Maintain personal freedom.  No zoning.  Make sure fracking, if it comes, does 
not mess up the water.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Sustainable economy that is vibrant, ag based, respectful.  Protect pristine 
environment and quiet, dark skies.  People to get along and figure out how to 
talk to each other and work with each other.  Decent healthcare, decent 
infrastructure. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Economy needs to grow, look at solar and other energy. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Pass on lifestyle to children/family.  Protect lifestyle from and for.  To see an 
equitable future for the county. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Listen to one another, Private property rights, developments. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Maintain our water, air, clean energy.  But needs to be able to pay the bills.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Culture to remain special and unique
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 That Delta County will explore all available income and employment 

opportunities, only (renewable?) income sources should be explored - ranching, 
farming, marijuana production.  Maintain rural lifestyle and produce excess 
taxes to fuel growth in all areas. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Local farm to table store/restaurants to get food in town.  Ag tourism.



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5
5/18/2017 Crawford Q5 Hope that the community stays as a family owned and oriented farming and 

ranching community with no change in air and water quality.  I hope both 
organic food farms and cannibus farmers of all types continue to have a strong 
presence. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q5
Hotchkiss

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Continue with the ideals set by our forefathers
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 This community remains without interference of third parties. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 That it continue on in small town fashion not Gran Junction

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Attributes I love will remain for future generations. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Plan for the future of Delta County by preserving the industrial and ag 

complexes currently in place while maintaining the residential lifestyles that we 
came here to enjoy. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 All industrial farming is located in appropriate places.  Commisioners listen to 
everyone even if they don't agree with them. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Get beyond the discussions.  Develop solar non-exctractive businesses.  How to 
be a community, grow healthy food. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Put culture war to rest & protect our agriculture and creat atmosphere for 
children.  More tourism around local farms & industries.  Fiber optics.  Move up 
economically, honor all ag including medical marijuana. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Become a mecca for organic ag, renewable energy, sustainable lifestyle, 
education center for organics.  Want government leaders to declare Delta 
County off limits to extractive industries to protect our environment.  Want 
county to be a sanctuary for sustainable living. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Economic job stimulus that's sustainable. What are the sustainable jobs that 
could come to our community  for economic vitality. Schools that continue to 
perform at governors level. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Economic stimulus, jobs, schools that thrive.  Schools in all towns. Jobs for the 
schools!  Coal mining - that level of economic activity. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Ag will remain base for North Fork Valley.  Remain quiet and pristine and valued 
for what it is and not what it could be.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 More recreational opportunities, rebuild playground (fairground). Better bike 
and foot trails and access. Conervation of resources. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Development of more energetic activities - arts, music, recreation. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Economic development. Good standards, small government. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 reasonable growth around existing communities.  Growth occurs in a way that 
is compatible with all existing communities ( ranching, orchards, …) Organic 
farming, wineries, agritourism will grow and retain ag values with minimal 
conflict.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Tools to minimize conflict between ag and other uses/residential. Peaceful 
conversation to plan for good procedures.  Organic farming getting along with 
conventional farming. Ag uses (industrial) allowed but in the right place. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Take stock of what we already have and continue in that direction. Focus on 
small organic operations, retain ag while minimizing conflict, throughtful 
planning vs. shortsighted planning. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 People get together - need jobs - support community participation in all areas. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Small type of community will continue. Develop more biking and hiking trails 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Forest Service needs to stop closing roads.  Water stays in the valley. Improve 
economy, encourage business to relocate here. Create a way to preserve these 
things. Public transportation for elderly.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5  Within community commercial ag and natural resource development would 
have a place where it wouldn't interfere with physical and mental health.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Build good economy based on all the natural resources available. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Expand the collaboration between people and organizations so that we are self-
sustainable. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Move Forward well/smart. Controlling pollution
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Stay in balance.  Has to be some growth conducive to what's here. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 This way of life should continue. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Finding a balance that makes everyone in our diverse community happy.  

Economic stability. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Very diverse community and can find a balance in growth and what is sustaining 

this community.  That there will be economic development so there are jobs my 
age. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Strong economic base.  Community members working together to solve issues.  
More respect. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 That we can come together as community to see each other's viewpoint.  Multi-
use community. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Come together, not abandoning the people here. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 To see the community grow moderately.  Prosper in some way…need some 

industry income-wise.  Biggest tax base right now is ag and don't want to lose 
that.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Plan is balances and thoughtful, developed product that encourages economic 
development but doesn't hinder ag, residents, existing markets.  Property 
values can still rise & the economy can grow with new businesses and ag can 
coexist beneficially.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Master plan should reflect the will of the citizens. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 We can have growth without harming historic ag businesses and natrual 

resource development. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Community well (????) and have access to the big opportunities of big name 

stores.  More infrastructure for domestic water, sewer.  Develop natrual 
resources, oil and gas.  Preserv grazing permits on federal land. Jobs for 
younger men and women. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Ag is the stated priority in the master plan.  Land owners will have predictability 
in the master plan.  A new user-friendly process gets uncorporated into the 
master plan. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Proactive government. An economy that allows young people to try.  River 
access.  Bike trail from Delta to somerset.  Rec center C.N.F. Rec activities and 
infrastructure. Zoning. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Animal shelter, bike paths, camping facilities, diverse shops, ma and pop shops, 
strong infrastructure - ambulance, fire et. Fair government representative. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Growth in cattle ranching, and food production.  Legalization of hemp and 
marijuana farming.  All of the above subject to county taxes which are 
earmarked for education and health of the individuals of the county. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Delta County will support all of the small parts of the community with a county 
Brand and all encompassing goals.  More renewable energy development. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Maintain diversity, healthy environment, and quality of life. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Lessen regulation rather than increase regulations. Increase private property 
choices and don't stifle personal creativity. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Protecting the people who are already here, and their property, above some 
vision of the future. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Zoning - the land use compatible with the quality of life.  That we can build 
infrastructure to process what we raise - not strip those jobs out of the county.  
More affordable for the processor too. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 That our community leaders are smart enough to do and not do things that will 
put all #4 in jeopardy. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 We develop an assessment for any incoming industries that takes into 
consideration the impacts on communities, infrastructure and the environment.  
That we develop an economy that promotes agritourism, tourism, and small 
clean.  That we work towards renewable energies future. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Employment for youths, grads - school community/parent effort. Some kind of 
industry like Chaco. More diversity inmining, more development of energy 
(solar, hydro, coal, oil, gas, methane capture). Businesses to processsag 
products (ie. Skyline canning, fruit seconds, dairy processing, tannery). 
Efficiencies in land use changes and planning to foster business development. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Area remains a supportive environment with ample opportunity, especially for 
young adults. We can foster the potential of what they want to do here - young 
farmers trying to get started. Increase processing of ag products. - Hemp, wool, 
textile factory. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 All ag welcome and prosper.  Would remain a right to farm county.  Strong 
collaboration between ag and non ag people. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 The community stays like it is. We can keep outdoor rec much like it is. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 The right to farm and use our nature (???).  Multiple use on public land. Young 
people can find work on land and make resonable living and grow a family. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 We can continue to maintain what we have and preserve our open space and 
rural way of life. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 We can maintain diverse economic community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 that the communities don't change a great deal I size, type of industries and 

businesses.  I'd like to see it like the 1950's- more opportunities for our kids to 
return and make a living. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 End with a shared vision (not necessarily uniform) but one that we all could live 
with.  A place where kids could go out in to the world and there would be 
opportunities for them to come back and make a living.  Need more work 
opportunities. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Sustainable economy - don't kill the golden goose of sustainable ag and tourism 
for short term boom and bust.  More value added opportunities and businesses 
for small ag. Maintain current no soning, local neighborhood solutions.  Larger 
new businesses can apply for specific development while under contract on a 
piece of land.  Keep the current APC system - it's working

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q5 Build regulations for growth through planned stages. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 It's hard for our younger generation to remain here and so it feels the average age of 
citizens is older and we need to provide opportunity for our youth. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Be large-too much- influence of new comers change values and standards.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Sustainability- if not growing many topple. Need to be self sustaining. Equality(??) in 

economy. Do not want to lose the values that we have now that a growing economy 
might bring. In the past coal miners brought a special economic boom to the 
uneducated. W/O them what do we face.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Losing water rights. Traffic, Having a strong economy. Not enough planning ahead. 
Work ethic.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Infrastructure, protect natural resources, Stronger economy, Change that doesn't 
respect our values.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 That we are losing our water rights, We are not taking care of our own infrastructure- 
streets rough, electric system, water(domestic), designing better infrastructure, 
designating money to establish facilities. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Influx of people, How to control, maintain open spaces.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Government over reaching, Enjoy family the way it has been, Population growth, 

Maintain freedoms with population growth.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Clean water, Preservation and the way things are.(??)
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Economy, Agriculture and open space. Culture clash- need conversation to work 

together.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Job at hospital… needs population and economy to sustain work. Also need to 

sustain other businesses in community. Concerned about big industry overtaking the 
direction the community goes in.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Subdivisions, unchecked sprawl, divited(??) farms, oil and gas.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Increase of (??) for property owners. Solar energy.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 The economic impact of the mines closing and the need to be careful in what we 

embrace to fill that gap, don’t want to lose the quality of life we have, Don’t want to 
be another Moab. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Possibility of being regulated out of business, being able to maintain jobs, have lost 
many good employers and people. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Stagnetic- fealing hasn't been changed in area for a long time no good commerce.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Lack of concern of the environment from our community.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 We are an aging community and we are lacking the marketing to tourism. We aren't 

working on the future. Market… river, mountain biking, hiking(Black Canyon), fishing, 
Dinosaur tracks.

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Don't want urban values/urban way of life in small community. Kids grow up and 
move away because they can't make a living here/ want more opportunities. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Inability to prosper due to regulations. Added rules. More Crime? Keeping water on 
the Wester Slope. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Delta keeps missing out on opportunities, Afraid to take risks, Loss of revenue from 
not competing for new business growth. Better paying jobs. 

5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Growing too fast. Loss of identity.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Skyrocketing prices for orchard properties. Jobs. Cultural existance.
5/23/2017 Delta Q4 Concerned that this will become a ghost town. Business dries up and goes away. But 

it's a balance, we want to stay unique.

PAONIA

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Excluding parts of AG, I want to make sure ag aspects have room to grow and ther 
are economically and environmentally sustainable. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 People will be scared and wont participate in the process, need zone-ins to protect 
property.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Plan work- concerned at unintended consequences in developing a plan.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Concerned about oil and gas and the community that suports it. Pollution and 

growth. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas industry, need to find a way to support small business and renewable 

industries. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Worried about polarization of political opinions. Worried fracking will grow too much 

and affect life.



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Heavy industry and organic farming don't mix. County commisioner isn't recognizing 
farming as an asset. North Fork valley is ignored in development applications

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Threats to health and vitality of this valley.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Mainstream society, greed and divisiveness will corrupt the current assets that we 

currently have. Oil and gas coming in will be bad. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Afraid of losing the quiet, quaint, rural life that we have now. No oil and gas.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 That people will not accept differences between the diverse community and try and 
do things solo. We need to stay united.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Representation county needs to represent our thoughts. Support development that 
we want.(development over preservation).  Security of water.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Places to do things and places not to do things, worried about industry in rural 
housing areas. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Don’t want much change, keep population low and no oil and gas. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas industry, and over development affecting lifestyle here. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Fracking and its bad affects. The schools need more growth. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Loosing sense of security, small shops, pharmacy etc…
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Over regulation- keep common sense community. New comers want to change it. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Change of fast growth. Housing, people being nice/ out of the community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 That we may have a lot of people moving in that want to conserve their way and 

push others out of the way. (??)
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 We may be overwhlemed, gotta be open to idustry and agriculture. Neighbors let me 

do my thing, I let them do their thing, organic farming is ok but let me do my 
conventional ag. Don't have newcomers dictate what I do. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Concerned about big industry next to family business, have some input so 
development is fair to me as well or fair to the neighbors. Concerned about non-
flexible development. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Overcrowding, light pollution, air pollution, water pollution. Oil and gas casuing 
harm. Industrialization in general and for ag, in neighborhoods. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Environmental degredation and overcrowding. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Conflict between rugged individualism and keeping the environment pure and 

keeping the community small in safe. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Unmanaged growth that degrade the land. Taking care of and managing natural 

resources. Divisiveness. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Income for young people and families. Oil and gas will damage our environment. 

Officials need to think ling range, Clean water etc..
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Divisiveness, afraid we will be fighting forever to keep the valley clean. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas will come in and replace our current thriving industries. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Gas and Oil coming in. High housing costs that kick locals out. (?)
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Over ran by oil and gas. Commercial development, degradation of the environment. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Industrialization, Oil and Gas. Lack of local political power. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Protection of environment, Financial viability of community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Financial viability and lack of diversity. Extensive resource extraction, threats to 

public lands. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 No trespassing, gates locked, concerned about people blocking acccess. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Balance between economic development and overpopulation. Afraid to lose beauty 

and become a city. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas restricting rec access. Maintaining stable community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Becoming over regulated/ losing independence. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Invasion of dominant culture and money changing our culture/ town. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 The loss of ag base to cultural diversity. It's a question of property rights. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Preserving water rights. Job transition if necessary, and maintaining private property 

rights. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Finds its vision and sticks to it without (???) and things to alll people.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 That the valley doesn’t turn into a metroplex- buildings from end to end. Climate 

change. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Change sfor the worse, quality of life.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Finding communication commonality. Spoiling with poor development.



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 That communications break down. New comers are overlooked and that we don't 
bridge the gap. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Allowing industry to infringe upon the livelihood and environment here. Industrial ag 
taking over or oil and gas moving in. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Concerns and issues not being heard by county officials and industry. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Poverty, lack of opportunity for young families. Lack of meaningful fulltime 

employment. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Affordable housing, public education. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Poverty. Lack of opportunity for young families. Infringing of ag. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 People moving here may want to change the feel of living here, Others encraoching 

on my privacy, security and way of life. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Concerned with zoning to such an extent to hinder economic diversification. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Frequency of (??) that threatens crops. Fracking ruining the environment. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Industrialization will damage air and risk the future of farming/ag. If we get rid of the 

hospital we lose a huge amount of jobs. Increased development and side effects. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas destroying our health and environment. Too many people abusing 
natural resources. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Change to short term boom and bust economies. Industrialization threatening our 
way of life. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Fracking and its bad affects. Industrial ag taking over. Not represented well in the 
county. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Fracking, industry and its affects on the quality of life here. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Not enough affordable housing. Fracking and heavy industry. Not enough light 

industry for economic growth. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Fracking. Top down rules from govnt. Loss of vitality of community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Pollinators affected by pesticides. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Growth boom may cause regulation from top down open dialougue should continue. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Extractive industry causing pollution. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Industrialization, chemical spills, traffic, road building. Pollution. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Everything I love about the community is important for long term sustainability will 

be undermined by extractive industry. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Mostly financial. Coal mine closures. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Don’t join the rest of the wold, go forward by preparing for the future. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Loss of clean water from mining expansion. Community first not corprate. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Loss of retail, Environmental hazards.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Environmental pollution and inapropriate use of the lands. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Overdevelopment, industrial development. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Fracking too nearby. Water quality. Heavy industry coming to the valley. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Uncontrolled growth/changes
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Loss of property rights. A sub-division next door ranchettes
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Threats to quality of ecology. Oil and gas
5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Concerned about losing flexibility, needing zoning instead of working with neighbors. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q4 Oil and gas development, reduce property values.

CEDEREDGE

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Not proper planning. Shifting our views. Poor infrastructure. Not prepared for 
change. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 People moving here and trying to change things to be like where they came form 
and push out our values for theirs. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 More bus/taxi services. Public transport. Stays at least as non-trashy as it is now. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Development takes place in a commonsense implimentation. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Adequate medical health services; fire and law enforcement. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Better reaction from our govnt. Representatives and more sensible planning that 

promotes our values. (very detailed response). 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Lack of innovation to pregress with changing times. Not bringing in new industry to 

replace things going out. Govnt. Inhibitting new development. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 New business opportunities, ability to continue to produce as present. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Live by morality and common sense so we don't have to have so many regulations. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Access to healthcare. Good paying jobs. Access to technology. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Be dependent, leave ag. Diverse for other opportunities(??)
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Preserve and increase ag. Poverty increases, lower school enrollment. Lack of 

economical opportunity. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Stay ag based and preserve it. Positivity of rural community.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 People leaving for jobs. Family. Young graduates with lack of opportunity. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 No over regulation, no dictation. Building codes are a major concern. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Poor planning that cause depreciation of land values. Loss of public lands. Decrease 

in wildlife. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Degradation of ag due to new people. Shift towards property values being high for 

residential as oppposed to farm land. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Minority voices will get cut out of this process. Short sighted economic gains. Voice 

of North Fork Valley ignored. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 New people coming in and trying to change our way of life. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Excessive dividing of farm land reduces business vitality. Remote location-adverse 

affects. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Infrastructure, protect natural resources, Stronger economy, Change that doesn't 

respect our values.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 The area will grow and lose it's rural characteristic. We need to help those already 

here. Infrastructure, health care. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Change is too rapid, plan to fit tempo of technology. Lack of innovation for home 

business. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Uncontrolled growth that hurts ag
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Polution increase, wildlife open space
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Why masterplan took 21 years to update/revise. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 No building codes, co cookie cutter zoning. Zoning might allow for industry to move 

in more. Fracking will come. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Enough jobs for the community. If we are transitioning to other jobs/industries. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Could lose right to farm. Be regulated out of business. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 The US culture is too much is  not enough. Marketing the county for population 
growth. Protect the rural relationship. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Make sure Delta county an  ag based economy all types of ag. Stay strong as an ag 
community. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Not to beome a sacrfice area. Impact of oil and gas. Integrity of land for food and 
quality. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 No zoning may cause undesireable development. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Centrification for economic gain eith no valid backing to it. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Run by the good old boys. Be able to speak up without fear of retalitation. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Becoming over regulated/ losing independence. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 That we don’t end up too close to (??)
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 That we won’t have a balanced budget. Surcharge on city sewer(out of town). 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Balance of budget. User friendly access point for information
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 Crime is getting worse. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q4 We are losing our good productive farm and ranch land for development of housing 

here. Controlled by newcomers. 

CRAWFORD

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Decent education for our chidren.  Not stuffing other lifestyles down other people's 
throats.  

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 That personal property rights are being taken away because of other people's idea of 
what is right for them. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Neighbors not getting along, to many people coming from the (????) to change our 
lifstyles to what they had in the city.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Concern about fracking.  Concerned about water - drinking and irrigation.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Change.  Find people who don't live our life want to change it.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Change.  Private property rights
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Subdivinding. Rapid growth. Decrease of wildlife.  Corporate control of water, land, 

oil and gas.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Want moderate change.  No subdivisions.  Water tied to the land. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Rapid growth - population, leave communities in place.  



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Protecting natural resources including land, water, clean air.  Protecting family 
farms, fostering future clean ag business ventures.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Could become industrialized, industrial ag, noisy and dirty business.  Don't want to 
become overdeveloped with lots of housing.  Keep low density housing.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Industrial ag.  High density, over development.  Clean jobs. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 We could lose our right to farm status.  We could be regulated our of business.  Job 

security for people who are here so they don't have to leave.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Our environment - have to be careful how fast we grow.  I have a business for 27 
years in Hotchkiss & saw a lot of demand for "more".  People should respect what's 
here, respect our heritage here.  Concerned for the insiduous nature of fossil fuels 
here.  

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Too much growth too fast.  Too much government control.  Fear of apathy and going 
the way of other communities.  Fracking and gass wells!

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Reliance on outdated economies.  Any limitation to new economies.  Governmental 
standardization in place of innovation. Coal based energy fracking/gas wells NOT

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Fracking and damage to eco-tourism/open space.  Road damage
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Too many businesses and people coming over.  Cost of medical aid and going to the 

hospital. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Community, connected.  Fracking, clean water.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Losing young people, families, and middle class.  How do we bring them back?

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Fracking ruining things.  Clean water.  Would like to see more money in Delta 
County, county misses out on many opportunities.  People don't educate themselves 
on what could happen.  

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 That fracking will come in and destroy the healthy environment and quality of life 
here.  Also big corporations coming in and taking over.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Those values would be broken, we need to keep them as they are.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Habitat fragmentation, unwise development, loss of wildlife habitat, loss of ag land



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Do we need more activities and facilities for young people? - sporting events.  Do we 
need more ways to bring in tourists, as and economic activity and economic growth. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Finite land base, only so much available.  Conservation easements - tax credit.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Not very stable.  Schooling going down hill. Business, law enforcement and security. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Losing our way of life due to development.  People bringing their "big city" ways 
here.  Lack of law enforcement pertaining to drugs.  Now heavy enforcement on 
meth houses.  Lack of discretion for police officers. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Better roads, slower traffic, different healthcare.  Better nursing homes. 
5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Outside influences can negatively effect our lifestyles.  Big money changing the 

dynamics of the community.  Sustainability bases on tax revenue.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Economics of coal mine shut downs, loss of taxes.  More of a recreational area - than 
sustainable ag and industry area.  Smaller schools/better schools.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Coal mines closing might bring in bad types of businesses.  Oil and gas regulations.  
Fracking and marijuana regulated (???) set on fracking. Water purity.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Making a living, economy that allows people to live here and flourish.  Young people 
want to live here but can't make a living.  

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Out of area people moving and changing the community.  People not understanding 
how water works. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Turning into a cookie cutter community like Carbondale. Lack of freedom for all. Not 
communicating with your neighbors. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Maintain high quality of life & pristine environment.  Balance freedoms vs. 
community responsibility.  People moving n and changing the place - stay rural & 
agricultural, not become Carbondale or Aspen or even City of Delta. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Over regulation of private land.  Clean water, domestic and other.  Process for 
wholesale license. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Environmental and economic impact of our community.  Cattle regulations, ease of 
export.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Road traffic of industrial development.  Industrializing agriculture.  Open spaces 
provides healthy (living?) space.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Employment - lack of employment is a serious issue.  Need to be able to develop our 
minds. Kids have to go away for a job. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Lose the uniqueness of what we have.  Worry about encroachment in quality of 
environment.  Growth and development pressures.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Lack of job opportunities is an obvious issue.  Closing businesses are hindering 
growth.  I'm concerned that Delta County is falling behind the rest of the state in 
revenue production.  Funding for public works and education could be paid by 
medical marijuana, legally and (viably?)

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Employment - lack of employment is a serious issue.  Need to be able to develop our 
minds. Kids have to go away for a job. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Employment is sparse, we must rebrand our community.  When fracking begins, 
truck traffic is a concern, but more importantly I wish BLM land to remain open and 
acessible to the public.  The poor quality of local restaurants!!!  Not able to afford 
the price of unsatisfactory food at the two restaurants in town. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 My main concerns for the community include lack of funding for education and 
access to healthcare.  Residents need well-paying, sustainable work.  I am also 
concerned about the environmental impact of oil and gas industry. 

5/18/2017 Crawford Q4 Finances, job opportunities, maintaining clean water and air.  Not having massive 
animal operators.  Allowing renewable energy to flourish. 

Hotchkiss

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Inability of the people of the community to follow their dreams due to restrictions 
and regulations. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 The loss of all the above - property rights, water rights.  Ability to continue in the 
same way. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Radical changes to our way of life. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 The type and pace of development with lack of land use regulation will change the 

character of the county so that it is not as attractive as it currently is. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Lack of zoning is detrimental to residents lifestyle; neighbors land uses can impact 
and interfere with pre-existing uses.  E.g . Industrial ag next to residential uses or 
schools or other uses. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 That someone may build an industrial farm near my home. Not enough land use 
controls.  Commissioners may not be responsive to all segments of the community.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Concern about extractive industry which undermines the quality of life. Concerned 
we might overlook the obvious quality of life attributes we already have here.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Damage from culture wars and lack of cohesive future.  Extractive industries need to 
be phased out.  Keep our air and water and night sky. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Divisions are caused by a very small part of the community for personal economic 
benefit.  Confinement agriculture, industrial agriculture are detrimental to our family 
farms. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 That there's not thoughtful use of land planning.  Let's coexist in a way that makes 
sense. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Marijuana creating a split in the community.  People not listening or working 
together over certain issues. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Taking away public lands access.  POOR PLANNING!!  Too much or too quick growth.

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Opportunities for next generation. Access to public lands disappearing. Irresponsible 
development.  Future of water.  Pedestrian safety . 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Economic opportunities, irresponsible development. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Protect ag business.  Concerned about only focusing on recreation economy.  

Irresponsible development. Poverty - educational, economical, cultural. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 2nd round of growth might occur in the wrong way.  Growing in small subdivisions 
randomly scattered is BAD.  Sprawl is BAD.  Infrastructure exists near towns not in 
county. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Need to stay in ariculture.  Need to support tourist, hunting on public lands.  No cap 
be put on ag. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Move away from how we are and look at short term gains from oil and gas, lose 
small organic feel lose rural feel.  Harms infrastructure and environment.  Need 
better planning for development. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Poor community - can't sustain small family ranches.   Protect property rights.  
Common sense growth.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Have not been here long enough.  Don't want Front Range development, out of 
control development

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 People ignoring property rights.  Neighbors need to respect each other and their 
differences. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Continue to be healthy community, have clean air and water, grow good food.  
Development of natural resources interferes with this. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Lack of healthcare, jobs.  There is some serious poverty for some in our community. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Increasing the population to a point where we lose the natural trust, kindness and 
sharing .  The lack of mapping of fracking process endangers water, is a fire hazard 
and contaminated water caused by the fracking being burried and taken out of the 
environment cycle.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Air, water, land quality.  Concern about oil and gas, concern about upper valley. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Kids needing to leave the area.  Nice balance that needs to be kept.  Medium and 
small ag enterprises.  Tourism can fit into the balance. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 About the future. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Newcomers changing things without working as a community.  Infrastructure: 

balance resources, improved roadways, water with ag and towns. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 People are going to try and limit ag.  The people moving in want ag but don’t have an 
understanding of the necessities, going to inhibit farmers and rachers that have been 
here for generations, only want to have small farms.  Irresponsible growth will 
hinder the use of land.  Subdivisions will use up valuable resources. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Economics.  Need jobs and training programs, more opportunity for the kids to stay 
in the community. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 That this plan could cause fractures within our community and wont be able to 
proceed with master plan. That the extreme side will pull apart.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Growth, people wanting to change it, good multiple use of lands. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 People that come in and want to change things, also as soon as they get here they 

want no change.  Both extremes - fractured. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 One faction may control to the detriment of the county by pushing agendas to only 

one perspective of the county.  (May hinder economic development) Quantity and 
quality of water available.  Protecting what we need for light economic 
development. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Anything that inhibits growth for existing businesses.  Regulatory overburden. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Regulatory overburden, Ag having to shoulder burdens of everyone's needs.  
Preserving property values.  Fragmentation fo wildlife habitat.  Job stability and 
sufficient job opportunities. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Marijuana, no money to the county government. Provide water, sewer, chance for 
development more water systems for domestic homes.  Too many bicyclists causing 
danger near highways.  Kill more bear. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Not limiting ag families to offer broader opportunities for business on ag land that 
allow land owners to yield revenues from their land.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Lack of regulations to protect these values. A lack of zoning, encroaching gas and oil 
without oversight. The county government that fails to represent all of us - 
inactive/reactive.  Represents farm (???) at expense of rest.  A county government 
lacking transparency and adherence to their own rules.  Lack of recreation 
infrastructure.   Lack of economic opportunity and a government that lacks vision to 
initiate or address it.  



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Cultural division, lack of services, no animal control, lack of diversity in population 
and opportunities.  Lack of tolerance, taxpayer dollars used for ag initiatives only. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Industrial fracking and mining, non renewable energy development.  This is a bad 
deal for all of us, the people.  As well as uncontrolled growth. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Because the valley is polarized in its goals of how to progress, I fear the introduction 
of large scale industrialized farming and large scale introduction of energy 
development. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Heavy industry moving in, including too much oil and gas development. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Overregulation and collective type decision making about private property rights. 

Don't forbid me from doing what I want on my property.  We are turning into a 
bedroom community. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Industrial farming, too much oil and gas development, not protecting agritourism.  

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Possibility of oil and gas and fracking.  Selling out for the "short-term" with "long-
term" consequences. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Is that the environment stays healthy with little impact from industrialization i.e. 
coal and fracking. Renewable sustainable energy enterprises with a 21st centruy 
outlook!

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 We are too willing to sacrifice ecosystem health for short-term money benefits.  That 
we have no land use planning or zoning which is a huge cost to the community, 
financially & socially .

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Chad - the cop - Hotchkiss 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Possible minority of people will gain stronger voice than they deserve in changing 

community from the way it has been . 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 The economy, not having access to social services (rehab, alcoholic support, no 

center to go to for the elderly).  People having gainful employment that they enjoy 
doing. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Ability to maintain jobs for the people here.  Lose our right to farm status.  When 
people are close-minded to new ideas without considering other opinions. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 I am concerned that there may be oncontrolled development



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 It is losing the its solid economic base. Ag, coal, gas, orchards, timber, dairy, sugar 
plant, (sod?), hunting, etc. The local generations over years have a difficult time 
adding to the operations due to outside money. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 That the community and landscape becomes increasingly fragmented
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Community can continue to sustain its ECF and don't lose ag based operations to 

development and loss of water. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Threat to sm town, community, landscape, natural resources, ag product variety. 

Unplanned, uncontrolled growth, loss of our water and right to use it 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Diversity here makes it hard to share a vision - the possibility of the change of 
influence moving in could destroy that. External influences. Large industries can 
come into our community and not absorb all the costs of their business. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Don't want fracking to hurt water resources or property values. Don't want zoning or 
cookie cutter solutions - immediate local neighbor solutions. Keep the current 
system, it's working well.  No building codes - have an inspector if you want one.  
Limit impacts of heavy industry and industrial or confined ag.  Development pays its 
own way. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q4 Unregulated influences from outside community (oil and gas).  Marijuana.  There is a 
dischord between towns in county.



Date Source Question Comment

5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Rural living and ???
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Love my job, know people on a daily basis. Easy commute, no traffic. Can ride bike 

from front door.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Peace of mind; good health, supportive community-talent, creativity.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Jobs and satisfaction with life and community. Pace of life-local focus. Stable 

economy.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Opportunities for healthy activities, great place to raise kids(teenage daughters) easy 

access to recreation.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Livelihood, Satisfaction in work, Joy in life itself. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Safety- feeling of community. Bigger purpose here.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Physical activity… Biking, Rec Center.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 I'm still working at 74… HA!   Interaction with the people.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Safe place to live. Freedom to do what we want. Safe place for family.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 People taking care of eachother. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Easy place to raise a family. Happy environment. More time to do things. Health, 

Recreation.
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Quality of life, affordability. 
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Be foundation for family, Critical mass
5/23/2017 Delta Q3 Gives him a sense of optimism. 

PAONIA

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Personal, raisng 3 kids, great relationship with town. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3

Work form home using broadband, develop professional diversity. Demographics.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 I feel impassioned about the opportunities because some of the businesses do not 

exist here in Delta that help tp develop the solar industry. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Peace of mind, less stress from traffic and rushing all the time.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Better health and wellness, spiritually as in appreciation of nature, people giving peace 

of mind and feeling good about self.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3  peace of mind
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Living the life of my choice. I am happy. Successful artist.



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Me and my husband have two thriving businesses that rely on the characteristics of 
Delta county. Also healthy kids.

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Life has purpose due to the open land. Also succesfully run a small business and own 
property that allow me to serve the community. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Closeness to family, not a city, frounded to earth, kids walk to school. Safe, clean , 
closeness to earth.  

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health makes me feel good to see the blue sky, unlike denver
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Sense of security/groundedness. Income is worth it
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Healthy lifestyle
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Healthy and social lifestyle
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Healthy lifestyle/ community
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Good schools and rec. Clean and healthy area.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 makes living as town admin trusted meaningful(??) community. Good health

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Own boss- financial- do what he wants
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Hiking and biking trails. Food make a living here.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Sense of freedom. Wonderful place to raise a family and make a living.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Basic freedoms, High quality of life and environment. Open minds
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Making a living, healthy, ability to change with the times and raise a family. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Feeling like I matter. Solitude, nature and health. Small town life.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 The resulting depth of community from shared values amongst us. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3

Interaction with variety of people, health and quality of life that allow enjoyment. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Ranching(??) 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Peace of mind. People treat each other with respect. Opportunity
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 N/A
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Allow my soul to rest easy.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Sense of peace. Enjoyment of the landscape
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Peace of mind
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Peace of mind. Security in environment, healthy food.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health, Community, Safe family environment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Healthy lifestyle, Freedom to explore and share the outdoors with my kids. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health = outdoor, ag, organic
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Jobs, health and fitness
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Ability to make an impact, Rec oppportunities.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Ability to pursue all ventures with minimal interference.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Supported, seen, loved, cared for as I age. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 I like to create wealth and ag does that for me.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Rural lifestyle pays my mortgage.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Friendship, belonging, all local food, participation. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 A living, ability to pass on to the next generation. Rec
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Cooperation, neighborliness safety
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Low stress lifestyle. Health. Ability to make an impact.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health, Future economic independence. Self sufficiency. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Chose to live here in 2002 and still here. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Sense of home and extended family. Ability to make a good living. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Food and employment
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Unique ag business and proximity to ag markets
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Feel more at peace, feel safe in a calm community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Making a living here is easier. Social aspect is great too. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Feeling of belonging.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Working the vineyards. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Views and home are amazing, safety in community is high. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Healthy living, self supportive. Access to rec. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Career brought him here, Girlfriend got work. Great rec outdoors. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Artist, proximity of nature. Cost of living is low. Sense of belonging.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Clean water, air and food. Opportunities in the community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Sustains me emotionally in my work. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Connection with community, Ability to help. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Rest, relaxation, health
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Freedom, autonomy, safety



Date Source Question Comment

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Health, happiness, connection. Faith in humanity. Strong economy that provides a 
living. 

5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Longevity, exercise, food, personal connection.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 good health, bright future, resiliant livelihood
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 My home and it's characteristics
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Raise kids in this environment, financial stability and access to outdoor rec. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Schools support our kids, Great are that is safe for rec and kids. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Ag resources, Place for family to visit. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 The community and people. Wine tastings and gatherings. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Clean water, air and food. Opportunities in the community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Places to hike and for rec. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Friendly people. Relaxed atmosphere. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 No fear of change, good life and good living. Being in nature. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Shared interests and community. 
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Flexibility to start and run various businesses. Sons still live in Delta county.
5/15/2017 Paonia Q3 Personal satisfaction. 

CEDEREDGE

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Personal health has improved, Indo sharing, Personal safety.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3

Personal protection for self and family. NO marijuana laws passed, Clean environment. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Better health, community support. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Health, ex ercise. Rec opportunities. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 We have a lot of personal freedoms, not many regulations. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 N/A
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Clean air, wwater, stars @ night. Outdoor rec. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Open space. A livelihood and safety.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Not anything like the citylife. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Access to benefits of rural community. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Access to opportunity to keep me healthy. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3

Income to raise a family and get kids educated. Centrally located/access to markets. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Small rural community. Positivity of rural environment. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 N/A
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Relaxation, stress relief. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Emotionally feel good. Use of public lands and great views.
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Ability to raise fruit. Likes being able to do what he likes. Farming. Easy to feel good in 

this area. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Happy to live in rural community. Drive 5 minutes to go hiking. Can do a remote web 

career. Diverse carreer opportunities. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Ability to raise a family. Raise healthy cattle with a healthy landscape. Small 

community. Private property rights. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 N/A
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Livelihood, raised a family. No stress. Stress management. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Quality of life, Delta county is still rural. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Rec activities. Safety. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Way of life that is important to neighborhood community. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3

Provide peace and harmony, not big box. Open area, one on one business contact. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Different ideas, Hard working people. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Able to make a living and start new businesses without govnt. Interference. 

Protected/Safety. Clean area. Freedom to build without all the red tape. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 It pays my salary. I can then re invest in the community. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3

A great place to live with good people and a great community. Easy to make a living. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 People can come to me and as a result I get to give back. Strong network regardless of 

politics and such. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 N/A
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 To be healthy mentally, spiritually, physically. Clarity of thought. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Sense of living life my way. Without govnt. Interference. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3
Outdoor rec. To be in a place where I am free provides maximum health benefit. 
Ability to teach kids and grandkids. Get to be ME, value oneself and ancestors. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Life on my terms rather than it being dictated to me. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Opportunity for business values to be used. Choice  of involvement. When involved it 

seem s necessary so as to protect his lifestyle. A place to enjoy his family, peace and 
security. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3
Security benefits from living here for everyone. Kids can go out safely in groups. 

5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Able to sell property some day. Quiet neighborhood. Quality of life. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Quality of life. Clean air, water. Security. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Quality of life and sense of draw from the area. 
5/17/2017 Cederedge Q3 Make a living and have a better life. Knowing I've helped carry out and improve the 

vision from the previous generation. 

CRAWFORD

Q3

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 The personal benefits of my community are clean air and water
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Important because if they change regulations I could lose financial income and 

emotionally
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Sanity
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Sense of community, love the kids learning, personal enrichment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Kowing I can call on my neighbors.  Living on the ranch has provided me with life skills, 

hardwork.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Raising my family in a small community on a ranch.  My values are expressed to my 

children.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Independence is important because my renewable energy company helps with that.  

Great place to raise a family.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Employee benefits, health stability, exercise.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Ability to enjoy retirement



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3
Protection of agricultural land and water, a feeling of living in a safe community

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Food above everything
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Breathe clean air, drink clean water, feel safe.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Lifestyle - ranching and rural
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Makes me feel safe - I am close with my neighbors even if not literally; spacially it is a 

healthy place to live - if we continue with our clear water, air, cottage industries we 
will be alright.  But we have to work together.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Health and happiness, physically, emotionally, spiritually
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Healthy lifestyle - connected to my surroundings, clear lifestyle and healthy 

environment, clean water
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Land to farm/develop.  Community provides deeper relationships
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Gets to do what he loves to do, be out ranching & engaging gods gifts.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Good food, local, fun place to live
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Know where me food comes from, grow my own food, different opportunities & 

experiences
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Freedom
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Healthy food choices, healthy community relationships, the environment
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Serenity, peace, good wholesome values
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Friendships, good neighbors
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Relationships you build with people are your support structure, opportunity to interact 

with people.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Residential growth affects with agriculture
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Outdoor life style, food, recreation
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Not very many people.  Outdoor lifestyle.  No stoplights.  No traffic, no free loaders, 

no one telling you what to do.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Enjoyment of living, excitement of getting out of bed and things to do.  Healthy diet 

and exercise.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Healthy, clean air and water, opportunity to make a living.



Date Source Question Comment

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3
Recreationally - I can participate in everything.  Economics-Abel to ranch and live that 
lifestyle. Small town - coffee shop, know everyone.  Climate - no extremes

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Provide a healthy lifestyl, grow or buy farm fresh.  Entertainment from the school 
activities.  Outdoor activities and recreation.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 People will help.  More relaxed life makes it possible to live in a beautiful place.  Have 
the freedom to live life without being unduly restricted.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3
Provide for three great kids that are working and helpful members of society.

5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Communication, some protection from large industry
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Pristine environment is life saving.  Love learning and seeing and exeriencing ag 

lifestyle
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Freedom of lifestyle
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 My chosen lifestyle, own boos, provide for family
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Supplement ag with tourism, wildlife, hunting, fishing, wilderness area
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3

Clean air and water, community itself.  Kids enjoy the outdoors - hike and hunt.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Health - spiritual, mental, emotional
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3 Opportunity to live a healthy rural lifestyle.
5/18/2017 Crawford Q3

The potential to live a long healthyhappy life for my family and myself.  Access to high 
quality fruit and vegetables, a friendly, tolerant, and welcoming community.  

Hotchkiss

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I don’t have to stress about being harassed by anyone for not having a liscense or 
filling out the proper paperwork

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Provides me with comfortable feeling, knowing I can do what I want. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Freedom to be who I am.  Go where I want to, do what I want 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I chose all of these things, I could have gone someplace else.  These things are my life.



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Small town feel; low density development; slow pace of life here.  Friendly nature of 
the people, clean air, locally available high quality food. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Better mental  and physical health.  Feels safe. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Healthy in later life through healthy lifestyle.  Can afford to live here because it's 

simple.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3

Peace and wellness, respect from neighbors, grandchildren have opportunity.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Intellectual stimulation, physical benefits, political climate.  Enjoy "bridge building" in 

the community including this master plan process. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Rais children in a safe environment.  Ag lifestyle.  Love natural beauty. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Employment - coal mines.  Stay thriving - keep folks working together.  Listen to one 

another.  Work together for the good of the whole. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 walk outdoors to public lands. Can work with hardworking farmers.  Can sit on porch 

and it's quiet. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Sense of hope for the future.  Feeling valued to belong to a community. Porvides a 

foundation and good values.
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Opportunity to connect to community . Community driven instead of material goods 

focused. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Having values, being valued.  Large opportunities for family. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Quality of life is important.  Uncrowded public lands are valuable. Lifestyles is 

important, this is how I grew up. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Making a living, enjoyable rural feel, public lands. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Clean water, healthy food, more organic lifestyle, need more breweries.  Provide for 

myself in my chosen field in this area. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Ability to produce meat for society.  View willdlife. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3

Recreation, reinvigorates him.  Enjoy the company of others within the community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Better health, lost weight.  Add years to our life.  Ability to volunteer and participate in 

the community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I and my neighbors are healthy. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Provides income. Good friendships. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Lack of stress by needing to make money.  Feel safe wherever I go. Feel healthy 
because of environment and  local food. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Peace and quiet, produce and meat, living close to resources. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3

Comfortable place to live, enlightening, fresh air and water, not a lot of traffic. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Ability to raise kids. Rural area provided opportunities for kids.  Being a part of a caring 

community
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Employment in a rural community.  Small business was able to start here.  Ride horses 

and bike on trials. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Health, better quality of life.  Able to retire and the cost of living. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Enjoy knowing, participating with my neighbors (community).  Small business owners 

including smal ag business. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Livestock, family, tight-knit community.  Life long friendships. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Small business owner, get to know people, people get to try to know you.  Great place 

to raise kids. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Keeps me active and young.  Healthy lifestyle. Low cost of living, on a fixed income 

and I can still live comfortable and visit my family. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Economic growth provides stable jobs and community empowerment. Local energy 

generation creates economic resiliency. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Agriculture is my job and I can reinvest my earnings in the community. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Schools, police, fire. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Agriculture is my business. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 It creates the overall lifestyle I want for my life.  
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Health, recreation opportunities, less stress, empowered, impactful in my community, 

heard. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 It provides me with the ability to recreate, ski in the winter, gardening, having access 

to excellent foor grown by conscientious organic farmers, and creating a market for 
these enhanced ag products, good meat, fish, and veggies and the finest herbs in the 
world!



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3
Allows me to be who I am, while providing a better environment for my family. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 A decent living, quality work, nice environment, clean air and water. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Ensures my private property rights and retains my freedom of choice. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Good neighborhood, diversity, property values. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I can raise my own food - garden and animals.  I enjoy the peace and quiet and the 

clean water. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Warmth, love and friendship. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3

Ability to hike, bike, ski and relax in beautiful places. Eat well on a variety of delicious 
foods. Ability to have enjoyable outings. Listen to music and see the arts. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Am a writer, love nature ?
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Livelihood, things to do in free time.  Provide neighbors with livelihoods, really enjoy 

the diversity. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 If I am in need I know I can rely on neighbors to help, they provide me with security in 

knowing the community can withstand hardship. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Livelihood and freedom to have ag that works for every individual.  It is a way of life, 

great place to grow and raise kids. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Being able to have houses, (hunt?) wildlife, and associate with people in the 

community. I also enjoy the mountains and desert area and canyons. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3

The right to succeed or fail.  To know that our land can improve and be productive due 
to good water supply and the right to do what's best for my land. To know that future 
generations will be able to use the land to make a living. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I'm able to make a clean living, the opportunity to work with many different types of 
people and I desire these opportunities. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 I know where my food comes from. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Great safe place to raise a family.  Allows me to do what I love in the outdoors and 

work with land and water and also make a living doing it. 
5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Safe place, dark at night, quiet, UPS delivers to my pickup. Mix of the people provides 

intellectual stimulation. 



Date Source Question Comment

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3
Clean living, personal freedom, lack of government interference and fees in my life.  
Easier to start new small busines, run a business, not squashed by permits, fees, rules. 
Protected from neighbors hurting my property with heavy industry or 
confined/industrial ag, but still have flexibility to start new business, and mediate 
neighborhood solutions, unique flexible site specific solutions and mediation. 

5/22/2017 Hotchkiss Q3 Safe, clean, low crime, place to raise a family and retire. 
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